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Profs see political apathy decreasing at IC 
When most people think of college:: in the Reagan mystiaue and it was else Ir te sent I th t , 
. . . . . , anga a c ear message a U2 s true meanings '' but the ideas came when Paul Cameron spoke at 
politics, theU: thoughts immediately Konald Reagan's Americanism government is. for the IJ<:OPle but also reflected in songs s~ch as "Sunday Ithaca College. Cameron is notorious 
tum to the mtense protests of the rhetoric that convincd many people must be constantly morutored by the Bl od s da ,, d "P ·d ,, ,. h" t· h al ·d d 
1960 So h han · ed R . . o Y un y an n e are 1or 1s an 1- omosexu I eas an s. me say the state of Ithaca t at c ge was not reqwr . eagan people, Brownstem believes. 1 1 · d t dical I ti r, fightin th AIDS 
College politics has !e?Ded more also created a feeling of individuality Alt~ough ~overnment im- c e~i~:;\nrollment in politics :~idem~.\~:\:i~ut wt t~emen-
toward apathy than act1v1sm. But re- which dissuaded political activity, he proprieties are important, they are courses is also an excellent indicator dous but more important was the 
c~nt developments at IC hav~ led says. far r~.~m the only issue concerning of heightened interest. zwi.es says tha~ unpl~ned, spontaneous reactions to 
many to believe !hatth~ 1990s w_i~ be Even to this day, we may have still todaY, s Ithaca College students. all classes are currently full and that C me n 2 es a s Ith a 
a decade of mcreasmg political been hypnotized by the Reagan -. Ithaca College students seem to be . . . . . a ro ' un s Y • . a_c 
activity rhetoric if it had not been for the Iran- begirirun t ealize h . f students seem mqws1t1ve and m- students were not content to sit 1d-
Th · · t t d t d I Contra scandal, Brownstein con- h . - lg. 
0 
r . t ,:Tunhportance O terested. Zunes especially applauds IC ly by and listen to Cameron blatant-
e easies way o un ers an co - t err roe m society. ere appears , . . . 1 . lege politics is to recognize that, as tinues. The Iran-Contra affair woke to oJ a recent bubbling under the sur- stuqen~s Willmgness to question ly _ attac_k homosexua s. Reaction 
WI.th many things 1·1 · const ti up many peop· le by clearly stating ,. f lit" al . . IC authonty. was swift, vocal, and, although , 1s an y ,aces o po 1c act1v1ty among 1. 'cal · · IC · 1 1 1 d · d h evolving. "Campus political activity that all may not have been as it students,,, politics professor Stephen Ho~ever, ~o 1t1 activity at 1s comp ete y unp anne , umte , e 
runs in cycles" politics professor seemed in our country. z not without its problems. Although continues. 
, unes says. · di "d al · t t h · h 
Marty Brownstein says in his Media The illegal activities or"Oliver North A reflecti of thi tt't d · m VI u m eres seems ig ' many 
d Ii . . on s a 
I u e IS seen students have not found a focus for 
an Po tics class. The 1970s and 80s and the "I don't recalJ" attitudes of m the emergence of U2 as the band h . Ii ·ca1 .d din K ti 
will be remembered as a period when government officials shocked and of 1987. U2 has always been concern- tHerrffpofu I eas, ~c.cod r gf tco Ila e 
th th ... " h" h d h f h · d . h Ii . . . . u ormer pres1 ent o o ege 3:pa y was e m t mg, e con- outrage muc o t e American e Wit po t1cal mJus~ce. Perhaps, as Dem~crats She sa s that although 
tmues. Many people were enveloped public. If 'it accomplished nothing Bono Vox says, "The fans don't get d . · Y h' h th I k ··· · stu ent mterest was 1g , e ac 
------------------------------------------ of actual participants led to the end 
of the organization. Huff is most 
disappointed because she feels that 
most students are interested but are 
not willing to commit themselves. 
The most visual example of 
political activities, according to Zunes, 
For those interested, the Politics 
Club meets at 7 pm on Tuesdays, in 
Friends 307. The fmal day for register-
ing in the New York state primary for 
out-of-state residents is Friday, 
February 19. If you are a NY resident, 
you must register in Ithaca before 
March 19. The Republican and 
Democratic primary for NY is April 
19. 
David Puteska 
-New pub disappoints 
some upperclassmen 
GREE~ T~~ES: Greek houses are located in Terrace One, Nine, 10, and 12. Four of the seven houses 
are music fraternities and the others are social/service fraternities and sororities. 
IC Greek houses assist 
community and one other 
I It's Friday night, 11:00. It's dark, barren, and completely void of any sign of human life except for a few scurrying workers. The locale? The 
t..._ Pub. Of course, if one had arrived a 
:ii few hours earlier, one would have 
been welcomed by loud voices, music, ~ and many faces. 
~ Sure, that Friday happened to be 
E the night the Politics Club presented 
' • a Happy Hour and a Jive band. It also 
happened to be Valentine's weekend. 
. So, what's the point? Well, there are 
some students around campus who 
seem to feel that the first paragraph 
of this article is not an overdramatiza-
tion. For the most part they're 
upperclassmen. 
Since the new Pub opened in the 
Union, many seniors have been 
criticizing it. As senior english major 
Blythe E. Hamilton puts it, "It is too 
If a poll were taken at IC, asking Heart, and Cancer Societies. The big- brothers are responsible for two blood big and open now. It Jost all the 
students what they knew about Greek gest benefit, says president Lisa drives a semester. Aside from the warmth of the old P~b. I think it 
life on campus, the most common Kellar, is friendship. "It's not a typical blood drives, some brothers are part should be made warmer, more per-
response would probably be "What friendship. It's one big family where of Delta Mu Delta (the business honor ' sonal." Others seem to agree and sug-
life?" we learn about each other and society), Student Government, and gestions for improvements include ad-
But there is "life" out there. Seven ourselves." the Student Trustee Board. ding plants, placing paintings on the 
houses are on campus: two sociaVser- Both sororities, on occasion and These three houses are considered wall or maybe using stained dark 
vice sororities, one social/service during rush, have parties and plan local, which means these are the only wood to bring back the old cozy feel-
fratemity, and four music houses. social events with Cornell fraternities. chapters that exist in the country. ing. Maybe then it wouldn't as 
The Delta Phi Zeta sorority, Rush is a time where interested They have no other organization to Hamilton puts it, "feel like a cafeteria 
lo~ated in Terrace One, is the oldest students meet members, get to know answer to or govern them besides the or lecture hall." 
of these organizations and is planning each other, and decide whether to pro- IC administration. However, not everyone agrees with 
a 60th birthday celebration for the ceed into the pledging process. After Although the following are all these thoughts. The attitudes of the 
first week of June. pledging, students are initiated. Par- grouped together under the phrase students who weren't around when 
Made up of 31 sisters, the sorority ties at Cornell are an "extra thing," "music houses," they have their dif- the first pub, the Junction, was 
is responsible for an armual daffodil as Kellar describes them. They give IC ferences. Mu Phi Epsilon, a coed open, are sometimes different. 
sale that benefits the American Cancer women an opportunity to meet new music therapy fraternity, is located in Many respond much like that of 
Society. Tpey also play a role during people and socialize in a different set- Terrace 12-A. Kappa Gamma Psi, a first year student, Carmencita Mit-
Parents' Weekend dealing with the ting. "Otherwise," says Heather Mac- coed frat also in 12-A, recently turn- chell: "It's a great place to go to 
Office of Alumni Relations. Their Nab, co-rush chairperson of Delta ed into a Performing Arts organiza- relax and unwind. It has a nice 
motto, Semper Fide/is, literally Phi Zeta, "we would stay on our hill tion for people interested in theater, atmosphere--it's clean, warm and 
translates into "faithful forever," but and they'd stay on theirs." dance and music. Phi Mu Alpha is a not like downtown. It's a place to 
sisters say their main theme is one of The Pi Lambda Chi fraternity, in male frat in Terrace 12-B interested in go when I don't feel like being push-
friendship or family. Terrace 10, will be 25 years old next professional music. Sigma Alpha Iota, ed, shoved, stepped all over, and I 
Gamma Delta Pi, located in Ter- year. "The fratenity revolves around a sorority in Terrace Nine A, is in- don't feel like I have to drink." 
race. Nine,· is 1he other social/ service the personalities of the individuals in- terested . in music education and Bui; what does a first year student 
sorority. They've been part of the IC volved," says Steve Gold, secretary. production. know about the "old pub?" 
community since 1965. The 33 sisters "The brotherhood shares a unique These national and international Freshmen Colleen Dwyer answers: 
heJp·Pi Lambda Chi, the sociaVser- but common bond.'' organizatiorISareacross between the ''We can't help but adapt to the way 
vice fraternity, with their annual Gold says that Pi Lambda Chi _ typical fraternity and a professional it is. We don't know what the old pub , 
, 1 ~l~ ~~'!e~· ·jllld ~Fd out inf~~a- 1 , wa,nts t':> _Put_ some_thing back into the fraternity. Kristen Heyen, president of was like and you really can't compare . 
'.:-~ ··~ .'. ·.t~~~l~\}\! N{t~ft~· !:.11!1~~-~~Y)} :!-? .e~~.'t!: ·~~~·~~~· _t~ ~· _ i _, _ , · _ 1 _, • • __ . • ... '. -~ 9.~~~ ~• ~ .. __ ~-o~e!~~~ ~~ ~~~- t?1doJnto.\m;'· 
As far as drinking, this is an institu-
tion and it can't break the law." 
This raises an important point. Is 
the old atmosphere of the pub gone 
because of the drinking age? Barbara 
DiBona, a senior and vice-president of 
academics agrees that "even 
downtown the atmosphere had chang-
ed. In the old pub it was more like 
downtown and there used to be games 
like UNO or Trivial Pursuit that you 
could play." 
Director of Campus Affairs, Julie 
Langren, agrees that things are dif-
ferent. "The whole Union building is 
new. The Pub is nicer." When asked 
about the effect of the drinking age, 
she responds that, "Eighty percent of 
the campus is not of age. We are not 
here to cater to an audience of 
21-year-olds. We provide activity 




Social Awareness Week, takin 
place February 22-25, is an attempt 
helping students familiarize 
themselves with local and intema 
tional social and political issues. 
The week wili be sponsored by Stu-
dent Government, College 
Democrats, the Prevention Network, 
College Republicans, Y AF (Young 
Americans for Freedom), the Forum 
for Progressive Thought, STAND 
(Students and Teachers Alligned in 
Nuclear Disarmament), the Soviet-
Jewry Committee, IC for Dukakis, 
GALA (Gay and Lesbian Alliance), 
ALS (Afro-Latin Society), and 
Feminists_ for Awareness in Action. 
The idea of a Social Awareness 
Week came from Student Govern-
ment President Harvey Epstein, who 
., v , . .-, , ,, .Bee Social page 4 
- •••• - .. - ............ - J -
·---··· 
... , . ~---. -
.,···. 
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Greek 
from page 1 
Mu Phi Epsilon, says, "Although 
we're not best friends, we act as a sup-
pon group for each other." 
Being a member prO\-ides numbers 
of possibilities for performances that 
students wouldn't usually have, adds 
Michael Osowski, president of Phi 
Mu Alpha. It is not necessary to ma-
jor in music to beling to these 
organizations. Music houses are 
responsible for bringing professional 
musicians to campus, participate in 
Greek Awareness programs, annual 
urrnation sales, composition contests, 
and the pep bands at football and 
basketball games. 
There is a sense of cameraderie bet-
ween the houses. For example, dur-
ing the pledging process, the period 
where students have decided what 
house to join, the four music houses 
trade pledges for a day in order for 
everyone to get to know them better. 
Also present as an active group on 
campus, but not recognized by the 
college is the Delta Kappa fraternity, 
which has been in Ithaca since the 
1920s. "There's no denying that we're 
here," says president Pat McCoy. As 
a result of a death during their pledg-
ing process in 1980, the administration 
removed them from campus. 
Betwe$!n two houses downtown, 
there are 15 brothers. Different from· 
the social/ service sororities and frater-
nities on campus, Delta Kappa is a 
state fraternity with six other chapters 
scattered through the SUNY system. 
We may not be recognized by the 
school, McCoy says, but we're 
recognized by the state. 
McCoy stresses that his fraternity 
doesn't want to be at odds with the 
school. "I think the fraternity and the 
school have a lot to offer each other,'' 
he continues. "Maybe it's too late for 
us but others [fraternities and 
sororities] could become one with the 
school." 
Mike Lindberg, the assistant direc-
tor of Campus Activities, is the Greek 
Life advisor. Besides overseeing the 
Febl'U8r) 18, 1988 
Health Awareness Week kicks off 
___ ...--
DlsnJRBED? "Mary," currently a patient at an Elmira mental institution, is questioned about her obsession with men and allusions of stardom. 
She was one of three institution patients at last night's presentation of the "Elmira Mental Health Players." The presentation was part of Allied 
Health Awareness Week which began last night and will run through Saturday night. 
................................................................. 
• • : ,, Mom s~ys the : 
i house just isnt the : ! same without me, ! 
: even though ks : 
• • : a lot cleaner.,, : 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
cThis isn't 
House' 
• • Animal: : 
• • • • 
-MacNab.• • 
• • • • • • rush and pledging process, he -also t + 
makes sure activities as a total group • • 
are conducted correctly. • • 
Fraternities and sororities have to : : 
follow the Student Conduct Code like • t 
every other student organization, • t 
Lindberg says, which includes campus • + 
events policies, alcohol and drug t t 
policies, and G.P.A. standards. "The • t 
problem is the misconception of • t 
'Animal House,"' states Lindberg on • t 
the fact that some students have no • t 
real understanding of fraternities. • t 
· "This isn't 'Animal House,' " •. • 
answers MacNab. She describes being Just because vour Mom + 
in a sorority as a growing experience : is far awa\', doesn't mean : 
where people learn about themselves. • \'OU can't he close. You can t 
About relations between the seven • still share the love and t 
houses, Jill Ann Bentley, president of • Jauuhter on AT&T Long + 
Delta Phi Zeta explains, "As much as + '· t 
we have our differences, we all need t Distance Service. t 
each other." t It costs less than vou t 
Lindberg says that although there t think to hear that s1-ie likes t 
is an increase of interest in Greek life, t the [Jeace and ouiet, but t 
it's still a far cry from the height of t 1 t 
interest generated in the 50s. Students : she misses you. So go t 
are finding other groups that fill the • ahead, give your Mom a t 
same needs. For example, Hall Coun- t call. You can clean vour • 
cil provides activities where people t room later. Reach out and : 
who live in the same dorm get to t touch someone~ t 
know each other. There are various t + 
academic organizations and social t + 
groups, like S.A.B., which provide t t 
other outlets with other students. t ,--------------:--------------======== • 
'' Ithaca College is basically a residen- t ~-..... t 
tial campus," Lindberg states, mean- t t 
ing that there is no need for a large .• ==============----------=-------.....:::.....:::_.:.J + 
Greek population. • 
Kellar disagrees. "I wish more pea- : 11..~·1 • 
pie were aware of Greek life. Just t ll• • 
because ours isn't as active as Cor- • The right choice. : 
nell's doesn't mean it's not good. t t 
Students should at least consider it." t + 
Maureen Fasher • t 
•• • • • 
• • 
~••• .. •••••••••••••••••~ .. ....,..,.....,. • ..,.._ • .,_.._~._~.-.-.,.w..,.~w.,.V.~ti.!11 
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Women's ranks grow in Business School 
"The business world is poised for of the Business School, these numbers knows of no such programs at Ithaca companies (those with the largest major, is aggressively pursumg her 
a period in which we will see some are not even entirely representative of College. "Our successful students assets) with a woman as chief ex- business ambitions while still in 
of our most talented women cross the trend toward businss-related ma- were successful as a whole, indepen- ecutive, women arc making college. 
the threshold into the highest levels jors for female undergraduates. dent of sex." measurable progress in ascending the Currently, the Editor in Chief of 
of corporate America," according "Over the past 25 years, there has However, certain firms are making corporate ladder. Whereas only 19 the school's Business Newsletter, Mer-
to Nation's Business magazine. been a definitive movement of women a concerted effort to land promising percent of all management positions ril serves as a teacher's assistant to 
Last May, the magazine profiled a away from service oriented fields of young female talent. At IBM, for ex- were occupied by females in 1972, that business professor Warren Schles-
number of highly successful business study and towards studies within the ample, an estimated 40 percent of the number has climbed to a current total inger. During her semester abroad m 
women, claiming that opportunities business world," Long explains. newly hired professional employees of 33 percent. London last fall, she was an intern at 
for women to pursue careers in The numbers also revealed that are women, according to the Na- This trend is expected to continue Rank Xerox, the European subsidiary 
business have never been more Ithaca College women are not limiting tion 's Business article. Programs growing since most corporate of Xerox. During her summers, she 
plentiful. their studies to personnel and in- such as career planning, child care, businesswomen are post-war baby manages a local branch of Popeye's 
dustrial relations and· marketing, and management training, design- boom products, and still have the Famous Fried Chicken, and has also 
which have been described as ed to place qualified women on the larger part of their careers ahead. managed a branch grand opening. 
... many female "soft,"due to their more subjective payroll, have become vital business It is often not difficult to locate a According to Merril, "Male or nature. Rather, these future capitalists strategy. prospective businesswoman on the female, you make your own oppor-
graduates secure are delving into accounting, finance, Although, as of March 4, 1987, cam pm, of Ithaca College. For exam- tunities and deal with obstacles as they 
lucrative positions with 
.top firms directly out 
of Ithaca College. 
and management in greater number there were only three Fortune 1000 pie, Kelly Merril, a junior accounting arise." Barry Ritz 
· than ever. 
Here at Ithaca College, women 
are taking advantage of these op-
port unities in increasing numbers. 
In the School of Business where, as 
recently as 1978, males out-
numbered females by over two-to-
one, the numbers are gradually ap-
proaching equality. More precisely, 
last semester there were 436 female 
business students. compared to 624 
males. 
According to David K. Long, dean 
Nancy Dudak, director of the 
Career Planning and Placement Of-
fice, has seen many female graduates 
secure lucrative positions with top 
firms directly out of Ithaca College. 
From her perspective, what has 
changed most dramatically is the at-
titude of female students. "We're see-
ing more and more women who have 
professional female role models, fre-
quently in their own homes," she ex-
plains. "These young women are 
more inclined to pursue their interests 
without a preoccupation with poten-
tial obstacles." . 
When asked whether corporations 
arc offering special incentive for 
women graduates, Dudak ~ays she 
:s. , . 
L .... ; *"' _ -r.-t ~-:1. ' ·- .,. ,-,J~ .. 
Elie Wiesel at Cornell 
March 23rd 8pm /\· 
Bailey Hall ~
WHERE IS EVERYBODY? Some say the new Pub has "lost all the warmth of the old pub." Others 
think it's a good alternative to downtown. 
Tickets on sale at Llif/e.6 
Muller Chapel V 
Pub 
from page 1 
space for all." She also adds, "We are 
promoting responsible alcohol use and 
we don't believe in a 'drink 'til you 
drop' policy." 
As far as programming goes, 
Langren explains that the extent of the 
Pub's activities depends on the season-
The following is the agenda for the Allied Health Awareness Week. 
• Elmira Mental Health Players 
7:00 PM in Textor T103 
• Healthcare Providers Fair 
7:00 PM in the North f\ 3eting Room of the 
Campus Center 
• Handicapped Awareness Day 
7:00 PM in Clark Lounge of the Campus Center 
•Alumni Day 
10:00 AM in the Emerson Suites "B" 
in P~illips Hall 
Sporisor,,d ov the School Gf Allied Hea,th Professions Deon's Advisory Committee 
-whether it is a holiday or the end of 
the term. Most activities are done at 
the request of a club in addition to the 
programming done regularly. And 
yes,Trivial Pursuit is still available. 
As for lack of advertising, another 
complaint, Langren points out the it's 
done on the first floor of the Union, 
in the Lobby of the second floor, in 
the Pub itself, and in the student 
newspaper. And concerning the addi-
tio!'l of plants--they are there if you 
look hard enough. 
Laurie Poupore 
. ~ • :, t . j ! ., : 
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Shot in the Dark: Don't call them handicapped 
BY STEPHANIE KURTZMAN 
You wipe your palms on your new 
suit. You cross your right leg over the 
left, then your left over the right, 
because you just can't get comfor-
table. Even though you're taking great 
pains to sustain eye contact, your eyes 
dart from the diplomas on one wall 
to the landscape painting on the other. 
The ticking of the clock makes your 
head pound as if someone were rap-
ping your brain with an icepick. It's 
a job interview. 
But why is this happening? The in-
terviewer has nothing on you except 
that he/she has a job and you don't. 
Maybe his/her clothes are a little more 
sophisticated than yours. Maybe 
he/she appears to project more self-
confidence than you do. Maybe 
he/she even talks down to you. 
Maybe not. But the fact remains that 
the interviewer has the power to 
_ change your life in recommending you 
for the job. So of course you're 
nervous. 
Now, try altering the scene a bit. 
Your palms are still sweaty, your legs 
still can't refrain from moving and 
your eyes are still circling the room. 
Your head is still pounding, but 
you're also blind. Or you're confin-
ed to a wheelchair. Or you're epilep-
tic. And you know that your disabili-
ty will force the interviewer to demand 
even more of you because it must be 
Social 
from page 1 
is rounding up IC students for another 
shot at such a week. Epstein said, 
"Last semester was a big success, so 
I thought we would try it again this • 
semester." 
However, this semester's reaction 
crune as a surprise. There are now 
even more groups involved in the pro-
gram than in last semester's efforts. 
This recognition was good news to all 
and especially to organizer Epstein, 
whose goal is to involve all students 
in issues that are critical in today's 
society. 
Another goal of the program is to 
increase the community's level of 
political involvement. "I don't think 
this campus is political enough; we 
need to get more political," Epstein 
said. 
On Monday, Feb. 22, in Textor 101 
at 8 pm, Dave Graff, coordinator of 
Ithaca's Coalition for the Homeless 
will speak about the plight of th~ 
homeless. 
Two professors, John Confer of 
the biology department, and James 
Stacy of the business depanment, will 
address the issues concerning the en-
vironment. They will provide infor-
mation about the present environmen-
tal concerns, natural resources, and 
their deterioration. This will talce place 
on Feb. 23 in the Pub/Coffeehouse at 
noon. 
Also taking place Feb.23 will be a 
discussion about SDl,(Srategic • 
Defense Initiative), by Robin Messing 
at 8pm in Textor IOI. 
- On Feb. 25 at 12:10pm in the 
Pub/Coffeehouse, IC Professor Lin-
• da Finlay will speak about non-
violence and its role in society. 
On the same day, at 8 pm in Tex-
tor 101, two speakers will address the 
audience about governmental oppres-
sion. This will feature Professor Jorge 
Romea, who will do a presentation on 
Communist Cuba, and Shira 
Lebowitz, who will speak about liv-
ing in the Soviet Union. 
There will be information tables set 
up in the second floor lobby of the 
Campus Center every day throughout 
the week. 
The schedule is as follows: 
Monday, Feb. 22. "The Homeless" 
Textor 101, 8pm. _ 
Tuesday, Feb. 23. "Environmental 
Concerns" Pub/Coffeehouse, 12pm 
and "Strategic Defense Initiative" 
Textor 101, 8pm. 
Thursday, Feb. 25. "Non-
violence" Pub/Coffeehouse, 12:10pm 
and "Governmental Oppression" 
Textor JOI, 8pm. 
absolutely clear to him/her that 
nothing will hinder your job 
perfonnance. 
Enter Roger Keeney, the executive 
director of Ithaca's Shot in the Dark, 
a non-profit, privately-funded, 
volunteer-based organization run by 
disabled persons to assist disabled per-
sons. Keeney, who is legally blind, 
helps organize classes to help the 
disabled find jobs. 
The classes focus on the attitude in-
dividuals should try to project in their 
job interviews as well as what they 
should include in resumes and cover 
letters. 
During interview skills training, 
Shot in the Dark brings in interviewers 
to go through practice interview ses-
sions with the individuals. These ses-
sions are videotaped so that the job-
seeker can see and hear his/her inter-
view along with the rest of the class. 
From there, says Keeney, "we have 
peer criticism to find out what could 
have been d9ne better." The manner 
in which one sits and speaks is 
scrutinized as well as the clarity of an 
intervi~wee's responses to specific in-
quiries. For example, says Keeney, 
"Did you fill up your spoken parts 




INDEPENDENT: Office manager of Shot in the Dark, George Ederhardt displays some of the puppets 
that are sold at Persephone and Friends on West Clinton Street. 
But Shot in the Dark offers more least 51 percent disabled people. 
than help in finding a job, says Bar- Shot in the Dark offers a certain set 
bara Gegg, the peer counselor coor- of core services including peer 
dinator and media specialist of the counseling, transportation for the 
organization. "Shot in the Dark is a disabled, and recreational activities. 
center for independent living,'' says But according to Keeney, '' advocacy 
Gegg, who is completely blind. is our biggest program." Discrimina-
Because it is run by disabled people to tion in job situations is often "blatant 
serve disabled people, she continues, and overt," he says. He explains, for 
the board of directors comprises at example, that there are agencies in 
Ithaca that advertise job training pro-
grams for all the people of the com-
munit_y (i_ncluoing disabled persons), 
but will situate the sessions on the se-
, cond floor of the building that doom 't 
have an elevator. However, Keeney 
declines to name specific companies 
or business names. 
Keeney goes on to explain that 
see Disabled page 6 
50 This Spring Break, catch a 
Greyhound® to the beach, the mountains 
l'.ad1 way based m round-1np purcha,,e. 
or your hometown. . 
Greyhound• 710 W. State Street• 272-7930 
Must present a valid collcRe studeni 1.D. card UP.OO.PUrchase. Other discounts also available below $49 50 t · · good for travel on Gfeyliound Lines, In~., an~ otller pa_rticjpating carriers. Certain restrictions appl~ Ro'1ure J~ 4estmau~s closer t_ha!) 500 miles. l)ckets an: non1ransfe_ra~5:1nd 
way based on round-mp J)11rchase and IS vahd for deslll\3!1011S UP. to 6!)() miles from 119im of origm Offer ~cc~.P enm~/88 mhadc wh1th7 m 30 do_ys of !I~ P.U~. fare IS"'""'' 
Greyhound also offers an unhm11cd-m1leage fare for $59~ way: Some restrictions a:;;,iy. ~ 19818 ~ho~l~8i.~~l~~llcd. Not vahd m Canada. 
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Retreat unites religions 
BY MICHAEL MALOSKY 
Do you know what a Shabbat ser-
vice is? What is the difference between 
Catholics and Protestants? For 12 IC 
students of mixed faiths, last 
weekend's "Interfaith Retreat" at-
tempted to answer these questions and 
others like them. 
The two-day retreat, entitled 
"Worship in the Woods," is a pro-
gram with a "lposely structured for-
mat where students do fun things 
together and worship together," Sister 
Virginia Taylor, a Catholic chaplain 
explains. "They liked the prayers and 
the sense of community," she adds. 
"The purpose of the retreat is to 
create a mini-community of 
understanding," Michael Faber, the 
Jewish chaplain says. "Everyone has 
questions about their own faith and 
other faiths," he continues. 
But what kind of things do students 
discover and do on a retreat? The 
students went snowshoeing for an 
hour by the Cayuga Nature Center on 
the first night. Then they watched a 
film, Assisi Underground, about a 
Jewish "Underground Railroad" dur-
ing World War Two. The film open-
ed up discussions about how Jews and 
Christians can worship together. 
"It's easier for Chrtians to par-
'ticipate in a Jewish serice then it is the 
other way around [Jews in a Chris-
tian service]," Taylor says. "Jews 
don't accept Jesus Christ as the son 
of God, and since Christians in 
prayer invoke the name of Jesus, it's 
a little harder," she explains. "But, 
it helps to see how many similarities 
there really are. I think it's dif-
ferences that divide people," Taylor 
adds. 
Faber took the students through an 
Old Testament reading the next mor-
ning, followed by a discussion of 
Revelations by Taylor. For the next 
four hours the students enjoyed the 
cross-country ski area of Podunck, 
about 30 minutes away. 
"I like to do things outdoors. It [the 
retreat] is not what everybody thinks; 
it's not sitting around doing bible 
study all the time," freshman Candice 
Hewitt says of her retreat experience. 
Later in the evening, a worship ser-
vice arranged by the students was 
presented consisting of New Testa-
ment readings, prayers for other peo-
ple, and readings from the Shabbat 
service. 
Sister Taylor notes that "they lik-
ed the prayers and the sense of 
community." 
Apparently, this "sense of com-
munity" is something the students 
don't want to lose. "The 12 students 
felt strong enough to start an Inter-
faith service on campus with weekly 
meetings on Sunday evenings," 
Michael Faber says. 
It's a chance to learn about com-
parative religion which can't be taught 
but can be experienced," explains 
senior Craig Steinberg, who has par-
ticipated in retreats since his freshman 
year. Compared to his first year, 
Steinberg says that "there's less in-
dividual religion taught like a Jewish 
service on Friday night, then a , 
Catholic service on Saturday. It's 
more integrated." 
The four-year-old Interfaith Coun-
cil is responsible for the retreat's 
_'.,. ~ -.. 
;:;,it:;:. 
'. -
''It was different because there 
wasn't a mass for each religion. It was 
kind of superficial; people weren't 
looking into each other's religion," 
sophmore Andrea Watkins com-
ments. "But I would do it again," she 
adds. 
· fourth year of its existence. The 
chaplains, Sharon Policello, represen-
tatives from the community, and one 
or two interested staff members, make 
up the Council. The Council sponsors 
many activities ranging from national 
conferences of students from any 
religious background, to partially 
sponsoring the upcoming "Food-
Fright" production. 
"MEET THE PREZ:" A six-student panel of journalists interviewed 
President James J. Whalen on a special broadcast entitled "Meet the 
Prez." Whalen discussed the overcrowding of dorms, parking lots, and 
dining halls among other issues last night on ICB-TV's Campus Cur-
rents. See story next week. 
* * * featuring the famous INTERNATIONAL INN 
All Oceanview Rooms with Balconies 
For Years the Spring Break Favorite 
Always the Best Location on the Beach 
Driving Package $ l 3 5 Without Transportation.._ Quad Occupancy.,. 
Full Package $ 
With Transportation.._ 225 Quad Occupancy.,. 
Full Package 
With Transportation.._ $ 215 
Five Per Room .,. 
Arrangements by ECHO TRAVEL INC. 
The largest m college tours to F/onda 
for over 9 years 
YOUR TRIP INCLUDES: 
- • Srven nights accommodations at the well known 
lnlrrnat1onr1I Inn lac.a ten nghl ir1 ll1r middle n! It!!· 
s1r1p r1t 313 Soulh At1;:ir:t1r AverH1t: 111 DayIonr1 
Beach Totally renovated over the pnst lew vear'i 
1111s OLeanfi on! resor I Is certainly one of the h1gll 
ec:;t Qualtty t101r1~ localPd in !tle central strip area 
it1t' hotel t1.1s all ocPanv,e!f, room,;; color TV ,-11• 
cond!l1nn1110 pool IJCH g1 11 i;hop and one o' lfH' 
holiest pool cfrcks on 11,e ;l11p 
• Round trip motor co<1ct; :r <1nspor ra110:1 vrn :11x u: Y 
highway roaches lo O.iyton,1 Brach Flo11cla 
Unlike oll•rr s we us,· tile newest style b:i~e, 
r1varlable 
1 Poo! (1eck inirt1ec; and ,:1ct1v,11rs every single tlay 
leaturing the l,,rnous Ecl10 Belly Flop contesl 
• Optional excurc:;1ons avarlahlr. lo 01:,npy Worlrl 
Fpcol Hawanan lur1u s party bOdl'i and rnorp 
• An entire /1sI of hell and re<;tauranl (110:..count~ tn 
o.;ave you money nt plc1ces yo11 ...,•,·oulc1 [ ,,\. W1lV 
• file c:;rrv1ces of full time trcwel represf' 1Hat1vec; h• 
t1•1ow pa11Ies arnf take gr,~al ;a,e ol you 
• All taxes anc1 gra1111l1es 
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK! 
* Best Hotel-
Guaranteed 
You know where you will be 
staying on this trip 
(with other trips??) 
* Best Location in 
Daytona 
Don't let 3 poor location ruin your 
trip - (the Daytona strip is 
23 miles long!) 
* Shouting Distance 
from Everything 
The lop bars. restaurants. expos and 
free concerts (not a taxi ride 
away. like other trips) 




The Ithaca Women Speak series is 
continuing this winter at the Women's 
Community Building on 100 West 
Seneca Street. The following list is 
part of the Brm~n Bag Lunch series 
which is taking place Wednesdays at 
noon. 
February 24 How to Choose a 
Therapist 
How to choose from the 125 
therapists in private practice in Tom-
pkins county. What's in a degree? 
Ethics, money, and how to evaluate 
if it's working. 
Nancy Rosen, M.S.W., Exec. 
Director, Tompkins County Mental 
Health Association. 
March 2 fMationships With Abusers: 
How Do They Happen? 
Wr«n are some of the behaviors 
characteristic of abusive people? 
What are the typical backgrounds of 
people who get involved on both sides 
of this situation? 
Joan Farbman, Director, Tom-
pkins County Task Force For Bat-
tered Women. 
March 9 "J.A.P. 'S," "Bitches," and 
"Dykes:" More Than Sticks And 
Stones 
Discriminatory language. What can 
we do about it if we're its object? 
What should we ct9 about it if it's part 
of our own speech? 
To Sign Up 
Or For More Info 
luxury Coaches 
For the most comfortable party 
trip to Florida. 
* 
Sandra L. Fish, Chair, Corporate 







Daytona Week at The Dugout 
Stop by and see us at The Dugout Tues.- Fri. 
or stop by and see us between the towers Mon.- Tues. 
Pool Deck Parties 
Every Day 
The hottest biggest parties in 
Daytona Beach! 
* You might find a cheaper trip. 
' but why risk your 
Spring Break cash on a 
cheap imitationH 
--------------
March 16 Why Didn't The Stork Fuui 
The Doorstep? 
With infertility becoming a pro-
blem of epidemic proportions in the 
U.S., it is important to understand the 
common feelings of those experienc-
ing infertility and to dispel myths 
associated with it. 
Jody Earle, Past President, Resolve 
of Central New York. 
i I 
: ' 
from page 4 
discrimination in housing situations is 
often quite subtle. "We maintain a list 
of affordable, accessible housing op-
tions and we maintain a close work-
ing relationship with the Ithaca Hous-
ing Authority and Equal Opportuni-
ty Corporation." 
Shot in the Dark began providing 
services for the disabled of Ithaca in 
November of 1981 and became incor-
porated as a non-profit organization 
in December of 1984. "We are the 
agency that was recommended in the 
lohbying at the state government as 
the example of the most innovative 
and the best in independent living pro-
grams so that the state would provide 
more money for more centers." 
However, Shot in the Dark is still 
private-sector-funded, as the state 
turned them down for funding. But 
"we're proud of it," Keeney insists. 
He explains that the organization 
receives a lot of support from the 
community, such as a $1 million grant 
from the Tompkins Foundation, and 
a grant from the Bib and Tucker 
Foundation. 
"We're ambitious, we're capable, 
and we're out there raising our own 
funds," Gegg says. For two weeks 
before Christmas, Gegg, along with 
other Shot in the Dark-members, sat 
behind a bridge table in the Pyramid 
Mal) wrapping ·pr~nts. Depending 
on the size of the present, people paid 
from $1 to $2.50 to have their gifts 
wrapped by these disabled adults. The 
profits from the wrapping booth went 
directly to the Shot in the Dark 
treasury to fund programs that will 
help the disabled lead more normal 
lives. 
The fundraising didn't end when 
the holidays arrived. On West Clin-
ton Street, Shot in the Dark 
members run. a store called 
Persephone and Friends where one 
can find furry animal hand puppets 
ranging in price from $15 to $45. 
The puppets are crafted by disabl-
ed people in California. 
George Eberhardt, who is blind, 
works at Persephone and Friends with 
Dorothy Manley, who has cerebral 
palsy. At the moment, neither are 
paid, Eberhardt says. "The money 
goes right back into Shot in the Dark 
to set up other programs like this," he 
explains. For example, Eberhardt 
adds, · "We are negotiating with 
Pyramid Mall to sell the puppets at the 
information booth." 
There's a puppet for alll!~St any 
animal one can thing-of, includinga 
cat, a walrus, a skunk and even an 
ostrich named Ollie North. Because 
"he stuck his neck out and then had 
to bury it in the sand," Eberhardt 
explains. 
: f.:: ~ . I." 
Along with her cerebral palsy. 
Manley is blind in one eye and epilep-
tic. She also writes poetry. One of her 
favorite creations is about a beaver. 
She recites the poem with a smile that 
seems to stretch from one ear to the 
other: 
''The little brown beaver says, 
some folks think me to be all wet. 
But I'm here to be your friend, 
and that you can bet." 
Ithacan Nancy Kaplan spoke with 
Manley and Gegg at the wrapping 
booth. "I think it's really important 
that people grow up seeing vis~y 
impaired, hearing-impaired people 
coping," she says. 
And Shot in the Dark does more 
than cope. The members work to help 
support themselves, and they play to 
help support themselves. Shot in the 
Dark belongs to the National Beep 
Baseball Association. A beep ball is 
a baseball with a sound module inside; 
it perpetually beeps. This way, all can 
play baseball. The NBBA world series 
was held in Ithaca this past August 
and the players stayed in the Ithaca 
College dormitories. -, . 
Manley and Eberhardt say they 
have turned their lives around due to 
Shot in the Dark. Instead of. being 
spectators, they're finally players. 
"Now I can stand up and help," 
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* •* By Alison Lee 
Que.stion: Who are you bopi_ng wili be .•• 
president and why? · - - · ,._• 
Briddie Orr 
Speech Comm. - '89 
Jesse Jackson. He's the only one I 
understand. I feel that he will do 




: .. Jr.~tt:.· 
~;- . '\' ,1 ... 
uniiy Walton 
Exploratory - '90 
Jessie Jackson. His concern is on 
more domestic issues and not war 
issues. I can relate to him because he 
has my best interest in mind. I believe 
ill llladc support. 
New communications school 
L .. ')) 
. 
l ~ I t ; _f ~ , 
.... 
.,_.. .., .•. ---~ 
lllfWedderbu~ . 
Economics - '90 
Gephardt. He's for fairness and not 
for the defense budget. He's trying 
to bring the national debt down. He 
has realistic standings to become a 
presidential candidate and to move 
on to be president. 
Ira Senoff 
Exploratory - '91 
Gary Hart. Because he has courage 
to stand up to his opposers after his 
sexual exploitations with Donna 
Rice. We need a strong president and 







AN ARTIST'S RENDERING: The new communications school is expected to be completed for the fall 
of 1989. Call 274-3207 
Get the facts about AIDS. 
Send for your free copy of 
''100 Questions and 
Answers About AIDS·'' 
Write: N.Y.S Health Dept. 
Box 2,000 
Albany, NY 12220 
............................ ,. .................................... •. 
ICE TIME AT LYNAH RINK 
with Cornell Hillel ~-I\ 
ll:30pm-12:30am ... 
. 
Meer at Chapel at I 1:00pm for a ride 
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!:! ________ Stereo ·within ~li l l'----G!!li_, ._""'" ........... __ . .eac·h ~~~; ill 
1· ill 
... ~..... . .. ::: _____ ..__ .•:• 
I I 
m 6~ Sessions ~r $25.00 10 Sessions for S,45.:00. :f 
:::: ¥ al! bring it.with·.you at· ... i\~ . -1un TAn cenTER: time of' purchase. · ·. ~fl 
::: Clinton West Plaza ., - , , . - . ., :, .··.! ,i : 1 i , ••• 
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THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 18 
BLACK IDSTORY MONTH 
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT 
Abraham & Strauss, Retail Manage-
ment. See Office of Career Planning 
and Placement for details. 
IC WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
NYSWCAA (Hartwick), TBA [A]. 
HOW TO FIND A JOB 
WORKSHOP Conference Room, 
Campus Center, I: 10pm. 
STANDING ROOM ONLY Perfor-





IC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. 
Brockport [HJ, 6pm. 
HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS 
FAIR North Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 7pm. 
CLASSIC FILM CLUB SCREEN-
ING/LECTURE Textor 102, 
7:30pm. 
WOODROW WILSON VISIDNG 
FELLOWS PROGRAM Dean Boal 
and Ellen TeSelle Boal, on "Do the 
Media Influence Society of Vice Ver-
sa?", Textor 103, 7:30pm. 
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
NYC Comedy Night, Pub/Cof-
feehouse, Campus Center, 8pm ($1 
admission). 
ATHLETES - IN ACTION 
MEETING DeMotte Room, Cam-
pus -Center, 8 :00-9:00pm. 
CONCERT BY THE TROMBONE 
TROUPE. Directed by Larry Bird, 
featuring works by Bach, Tull, and 
Wagner, Ford Auditorium, 8:15pm. 
BLUE WA VE TAE KWON 00 
MEETING Dance Studio, Hill 
Center, 9:00pm. 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA RECEP-




BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
IC BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
AND STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
BOARD DUE TODAY 
SCH00L OF COMMUNICA-
TIONS Internal Transfer Applica-
tions for major & minor programs 
available in Dean's office due today· 
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW 1 
WITH "W" BLOCK I COURSES 
IC OUTING CLUB Cross Country 
Ski Trip to the Adirondacks. 
CONTINUUM Division of Physical 
Therapy, Graphic Design Semi':131' 
with Helaine Wasser, South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, Sam- 1pm. 
WINTER CARN1V AL WEEKEND 
SAB/BOC present "Star Trax 
Recording", Narth Foyer, Campus 
Center, 11am - 7pm-($3 admisgon). 
IC PUB PRESENTS "SLEEP", 
Campus Center, 4 - 9pm. 
SHABBAT SERVICES Chapel, 
6:00pm. 
SAB PRESENTS "No Way Out", 
Textor 102, 7:00 & 9:30pm. 
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNQL 
(Allied Health) Handicapped 
Awareness Panel Discussion, Clarke 
Room, Campus Center, 7 - 9pm. 
THE NAVIGATORS WEEKLY 
FELLOWSHIP MEETING South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7:15 - 9:15pm. 
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
SAB Talent Show, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 8pm ($1 admission). 
WIND ENSEMBLE Rodney Win-




BLACK HIST()RY MONTH 
IC OUTING CLUB Cross Country 
Ski Trip to the Adirondacks. 
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNOL 
presents the end of Spring Rush. 
IC WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
NYSWCAA (Hartwick) TBA [A]. 
IC MEN'S WRESTLING Northeast 
Regionals at New York University, 
Lawrence, 10am [A]. 
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
Snow Broom Ball and Ice Sculpture, 
Campus Center Quad, 10am. 
ALLIED HEALTH AWARENESS 
WEEK Presents Alumni Day, Emer-
son Suites "B", Phillips Hall, Cam-
pus Center, 10am. 
SHABBAT SERVICES Chapel, 
10:30am. 
IC WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS at 
Towson State Invitational [A], 1pm. 
IC MEN'S ICE HOCKEY vs. Cor-
tland, Lynah Rink, Cornell [HJ, 
2pm. 
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
Artie Action - Ice Sculpture and 
Hayride, Campus Center Quad, 2 -
4:30pm. 
SR. FLUTE Rebecca Michaek, Ford 
Auditorium, 4pm. 
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
Happy Hour sponsored by Student 
Government, Pub, Campus Center 
4:30- 7pm. 
CATHOLIC MASS Chapel, 
6:00pm. 
REGISTRATION FOR SUPER-
DANCE Ben Light Gym, 6 - 7pm. 
SR. VIOLIIS John Harnois, 
Nabenhauer Room, 7pm. 
WINIER CARNIVAL WEEKEND 
Muscular Distrophy Super Dance 
U.S.A., Ben Light Gym, 7pm - lam. 
SAB PRESENTS "No Way Out", 
Textor 102, 7:00 & 9:30pm. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY BASKET-
BALL at Alfred [A], 8pm. 
WINTER CARN1V AL WEEKEND 
MTV /Energizer Battle of the Bands, 
Ben Light Gym, 8pm ($3 admission). 
ALUMNI PIANO RF.clTAL by 
Susan Sobolewski, Ford Auditorium, 
8:15pm. 
SR. VIOLIN Catherine Gatta, 
Nabenhauer Room, 9pm. 
IC PUB presents The Project, Cam-
pus Center, 9 - 11pm. 
ICE TIME AT LYNAH RINK 
sponsored by Hillel, Meet by Chapel 
for a ride, 11pm - lam. 
SUNDAY, 
FEBRUARY 21 
BLACK IDSTORY MONTH 
IC OUTING CLUB Cross Count!) 
Ski Trip to the Adiro_ndacks. 
INTER-FRATERNITY,COUNQl 
Spring Rush Bids extended. 
CATHOLIC MASS Chapel, 
10:15am and l_:OOpm .. 
PROTESTANT SERVICE Chapel, 
11:30am. 
JR. TRUMPET Matthew Thomas, 
Nabenhauer Room, I pm. 
FACULTY RECITAL Georgetta 
Maiolo, Flute, Ford Auditorium, 
3pm. 
MUSIC RECITAL Julianne Liitz, 
Chapel, 3pm. 
FRIENDS OF ISRAEL Laub 
Room, Chapel, 4:30pm. 
IC MEN'S ICE HOCKEY at Albany 
[A], 5pm. 
SAB PRESENTS "The Color Pur-
ple", Textor 102, 7 & 9:30pm. 
G:A.L.A. MEETING Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7:30pm. 
FACULTY RECITAL _Ro)and 
Bentley, Baritone, Ford Auditonum, 
8:15pm. 
INTER-FRATERNITY C~UNCIL 




BLACK IDSTORY MONTH 
SOCIAL AWARENESS WEEK 
sponsored by Student Gove~ent. 
STUDENT JUSTICE APPLICA-
TIONS DUE TODAY. 
MARGARET REID MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP AND STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS DEADLINES 
EXTENDED UNTIL TODAY Ap-
plications and recommendations 
should be returned to Barbara 
DiBona, Student Activities Center, 
Campus Center. 
THE ENGLISH CLUB MIXER 
(SOCIAL) Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center, 5 - 7pm. 
MEDICAL RECORD AD-
MINISTRATION CLUB 
MEETING Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 7 - 8pm. 
APICS GENERAL MEETING Dan 
Kathan from Precision Ftlters, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 8 -
9pm. 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS presents 
speaker [TBA) Textor 101, 8 - 10pm. 
FACULTY. RECITAL Robert 




KUUMBA PRESENTS a produc-
tion entitled '!We Are", Clarke 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7 - 9pm. 
~======~===1 G.A.L.A. MEETING Phillips i= Room, Muller Chapel, 7:30 - 10pm. 
BLACK IDSTORY MONTH 
SOCIAL AWARENESS WEEK 
sponsored by Student Government. 
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT 
PRESENTATION Chubb, See 
' Career Planning for Details. 
RESUMES DUE IN CAREER 
PLANNING OFFICE for 
Massachusetts Financial Services, 
Boston (Recruitment on March 14) 
See Career Planning for Details. 
RESUME WORKSHOP South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
10:50am. 
IC MEN'S J.V. BASKETBALL vs. 
Albany [HJ, 6pm. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
MEETING South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7 - 8pm. 
AMERICAN MARKETING 
ASSOCIATION MEETIN,G South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7:30pm. 
IC MEN'S VARSITY BASKET-
BALL vs. Albany [HJ, 8pm. 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICA-
TIONS TV /R DEPARTMENT 
-PRESENT Advertising '88: Will It 
Be Safe To Go In The Water?, talk 
by David Persson, Publisher_ of 
Advertising Age, Emerson Smtes, 
Campus Center, 8pm. 
THEARE PERFORMANCE "The 
Skin Of Our Teeth", Arena Theatre, 
Dillingham Center, 8pm. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
MEETING North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8:15pm. 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
PRESENTS Speaker [TBA], Textor 
101, 8 - 10pm. 
FACULTY RECITAL David Parks, 
Tenor, Ford Auditorium, 8:15pm. 
BLUE WAVE TAE KWON DO 
MEETING Dance Studio, Hill 
Center, 9pm. 
STUDENT PSYCHOLOGY 
ASSOCIATION MEETING TBA, 
8pm. 
S.A.B. PRESENTS Debate between 
G. Gordon Liddy and Abbie Hoff-







EMPIRE STATE CHALLENGER 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND 
FELLOWSIHPS FOR TEACHERS 
AND PAUL DOUGLAS 
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 
TEACHERS Cash awards for 
undergraduates or graduate students 
prep~ng to teach in the follo~g 
teacher shortage fields: mathematics, 
science, biliµgual education, foreign 
languages, children with handicapp-
ing conditions, and several graduate 
fields. Apply by March 11, 1988. 
HERBERT H. LEHMAN 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS IN 
SOCIAL SCIENCES OR PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS OR INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS FOR 1988-89 For students 
pursuing master's or doctoral degr~s 
in the above fields at private or public 
colleges in New York State. Apply by 
March 11, 1988. 
1987-88 NATIONAL STUDENT 
TEACHING COMPETITION 
Students enrolled in a program 
leading to teacher certification ~n 
compete for cash awards. More m- · 
formation available in the H & S 
Dean's Office. Lesson plans, 
videotapes and entry forms due by 
March 14, 1988. 
SUMMER PROGRAM IN 
POLICY SKILIS FOR MINORITY 
STUDENTS Scholarships for a sum-
mer program of courses in pub~c 
policy at the LBJ School of Public 
Affairs, The University of Texas at 
~=======~==9· Austin. Apply by March 31, 1988. 
WEDNESDAY, SARAHLAWRENCECOLLEGE 
FEBRUARY 24 PRE-MED/HEALTHCAREPRO-GRAM SUMMER 1988 An oppor-
~===========~ tunity ~ observe physicians, hospital 
i= departments, attend medical lectw:es, 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
SOCIAL AWARENESS WEEK 
sponsored by Student Government. 
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITMENT 
Chubb and Son, Underwriter, 
Operations, ~. Loss Co~trol. 
See Career Planrung For Details. 
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
Responses for Social Houses due. 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
DEPARTMENT GUFST 
SPEAKER TBA, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, I :45 -
3:~Spm. 
INTERNSHIP WORKSHOP South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
2pm. 
WOMEN DIRECT Textor 102, 
7pm. 
C.AREm PLANNING PRE;ENTS 
Jordan Marsh Presentation, On-
Campus Reauitment, South Meeting 
Room, Campus Cetner, 7 - 9pm 
and receive advising about pursumg 
a career in a healthcare fi~ld. Ap-
plications are due April I, 198~ and 
can be requested by contacting Mr. 
Robin Susser, Office of the Dean, 
Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, 
NY 10708. 
THEW ASHINGTON CENTER'S' 
CAMPAIGN 88 PROGRAMS An · 
opportunity to work at the 
Democratic or Republican National 
Convention and attend special brief-
ings and panel discussions. Apply by 
April 15, 1988. 
[For more infonnation on the oppor-
tunities listed above, contact the H & 
S Dean's Office in Muller.] 
H & S BUSINESS MINOR AP· 
PUCATIONS AV All.ABLE H & 5 
students who want to apply for thf 
business minor can pick up applica"/. 
tions and infonnation on elegibility 
at the H & S Dean's Office (Muller 
206), starting February 4, 1988. Ap-
pli~ons are due back in the H & S 
Dean's Office by March 4, 1988. 
., 
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10 Union 
dining hall 
can be stopped 
It used to be parking, then it was lighting, and now the new com-
plaint on campus is the overcrowding of the union dining hall. Why 
are there complaints? If people eat at the Union dining hall bet-
ween 12 and 1pm and 5:45-6pm they will know the answer to this. 
During these times, one can fmd fellow students eating anywhere but 
at the tables. The Union gets so crowded that students have to eat 
standing up or sitting down on the ground. · 
There are several reasons why the Union gets so crowded. The first 
is obvious-the times mentioned above are the most common times 
to eat lunch and dinner. Then there is the matter of size: The Union 
is the largest dining hall, serving 1200 people compared to the 600 
the Towers serves. The new dining hall was also not designed very 
well. The way it's currently set up just causes more lines and back-
up, and lastly, there is a lack of student workers. Because there are 
not enough workers, lines get backed up even more and students can't 
clear out of the cafeteria as fast. 
Even though it took a lot of complaining to get a new parking lot 
and new lighting, the school has already ordered more tables to put 
in the dining hall. However, the administration alone can't help 
alleviate the overcrowding. In the meantime, one can eat at the times 
when the dining hall isn't crowded, or go to another dining hall 
altogether. And those of you who need some extra cash know where 
to find a job. Lastly, a solution which has worked before is to have 
the bag lunches reinstated. 
Obviously these solutions to the overcrowding are pretty basic but 
it's a start until the new tables come in or the new Union is redesign-
ed; but for once the school is on top of a problem and ready to rec-
tify it. . 
Jamie Kolod.kin 
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To the Editor: 
I 
didn't have any other choice. Con-
doms continue to have the same 
benefits that they had then: they're 
cheap (you can get them at the Health 
Center 6/$1.50), they're easily 
available, and they're in different col-
ors, styles, lubricated or non-
lubricated, and even with spermicides. 
So, think about condoms. They 
could make your sex life safer ... and 
maybe even more exciting. 
Marieke van Willigen 
Coordinator-The Prevention Network 
The current situation in Israel has 
become a concern, not only for those 
in the Middle East, but also for us 
here in the United States. Because of 
media distortions, one cannot 
positively evaluate the real issues. In 
an .. ffort to keep Ithaca College 
students informed, Friends Of Israel 
will be showing two movies examin-
ing the PLO (Palestinial Liberation 
Organii.ation). It is our hope that con-
cerned students will attend these 
movies is order to attempt to unders-
tand this organization and its terrorist 
motives. Those students interested 
should come to the TV-A lounge in 
the Egbert Union on Monday, Feb. 
22, at 7:30 pm. The short movies will 
only last one hour and refreshments 
will be serverd. If any questions arise, 
Michael Faber, the Jewish chaplain, 
will be available to help clear things 
up. For further information, please 
call 273-7898_ or 273-0150. We look 
forward to seeing you there! 
Money isn't 
everything 
minds. AIDS ranked as "the most 
pressing" with 27 .6 percent, well 
ahead of the numbers preoccupied 
with nuclear war and peace, which 
came first with 21.5 percent. Big 
headaches, like the economy and the 
federal deficit, were placed first by a 
scant 5.3 percent. The AIDS crisis has 
already had significant influ~ce on 
students' personal habits. An over-
whebning 86 percent said they intend-
ed to use caution in any new sexual 
relationship, would restrict themselves 
to those with whom they were involv-
ed in a one-on-one relationship, or 
would remain celibate until a cure was 
found. Only 2.4 percent, however, 
chose the latter. 
Respondents to the HOT SHOT 
Poll included student editors at col-
leges and universities in all 50 states 
and the District of Columbia. The 
data was compiled and analyzed by 
Beta Research of Syosset, New York, 
for HOT SHOT Tropical Fruit 
Schnapps. 
· Tamra Schoenbart 
President-Friends Of Israel 
Condoms can 
· be exciting 
To the F.ditor: 
Did you know that not only is this 
week the week of Valentint>'s Day but 
it is also National Condom Week?We 
at The Prevention Network encourage 
you to take a minute or two and con-
sider what condoms can do for you 
during this nationally recognized 
week. For instance, did you know tha 
condoms are your only protection : 
against sexually transmitted diseases 
if you decide to have sexual inter-
course? Furthermore, condoms are 
also an - effective · method 
contraception. 
Condoms seem to have acquired a 
bad rap in our generation. Think back 
to the controversy last semester about 
putting condom machines in the 
r~d~ce halls .. J\1~Y facµlty and staff 
members that I spoke to were amus-
ed by the controversy and with good 
reason. · When they were in college 
(:.t !east some of them), condom 
machines were everywhere. Not only 
_were ~hey in ~lleg~ __ restr9Q.~, _in 
To the F.ditor: 
Ask today's college students if win-
ning a million dollars would alter their 
career plans and 80 percent would tell 
you no, according to the nationwide 
HOTSHOT Poll of nearly 500 college 
newspaper editors. 
The new survey was conducted 
among more than 1, 760 editors for 
HOTSHOT Tropical Fruit Schnapps. 
"I'm frankly surprised," said 
James H. McKee, spokesman for the 
HOTSHOT Schnapps. "I'm not sure 
we'd get the sme kind of response 
fi:,om_ tlJe oost-yuppie "me" 
· generation--those in their late 30s to 
early·40s, who would likely want "to 
retire immediatley if they came into 
big money." 
David Elliott 





Idealism, the HOT SHOT Poll 
showed, was again a force among to- To the Editor: _ 
day's students. The major share of the For two hundred years, the citizens 
college editors responding, for in- of New York State have cherished the 
stance, said that the most important freedom and rule of law guaranteed 
single thing they would seek in con- by the United States Constitution. In 
sidering a job after graduation would celebration of these two centuries of 
be "making a difference," first choice liberty and to affrrm and renew the 
for almost 43 percent. "Opportunity commitment New Yorkers have to the 
for advancement" was the option for Constitution, the New York State 
31.4 percent. Salary, by contrast, was Bicentennial Commission is sponsor-
picked by only 8.4 percent and ing a writing competition, town 
"power" by less than two percent. meetings and a statewide convention. 
"The students of the 1980s are These events create opportunities for 
often criticized for being New Yorkers who missed the occasion 
n:iaterialistic," said McJ(ee, "b!!! they _ in 1788 to participate in the process of 
appear to have more in common making their own history. 
with their counterparts froni the I96Cis The writing contest encourages 
than we realized. More than half of New Yorkers to express in 250 words 
our respondents, in fact, expect to or less their views on one critical con-
earn only between $10,000 and stitutional choice facing the s~te to-
$20,000 during their first full year in day. A topic may be selected from ~Y 
the work force." one of the following categories: 
Caution and stability, the HOT freedorq:=o_t:_ expression, equal rightS, 
SHOT Poll indicatec( were prime tac-· -th~ right to~privacy, federalism and 
tors among college -students today. 1bcal home rule or separati,on of 
Almost two thirds (6S.5 ~t)#Or .powers . ..-~: - , ' 
example, said that c:1~t,.'.-ilteir fibf,S{D: The c6niest~. restricted to ~idents 
year in the real worl!;i/~;;_\Voul~}Jfr~f New YoJ;k':"State! _features bolb 
spen~ most of theitiri~~-on~t-~t.-;funior and seruordiVIS1ons, for those 
and livmg expenses. ·:Close: to 'half -17 and undet and 18 and over, ~pec-
planned to rent their.:~~:i.;::: tively; New. Yorkers may ~o pre-
or house during theii ~t..:~ register · t9 'participate in ~ town 
school; and mori~ ·, -- a.,;::, :'!"f.6eeupg11'·tl\W" region where ~ey can 
; ~me ii15tituti~ns, p~t they-00.uld be 
. found'in gas statfons;·resf stops, etc. 
Lw.:w.:w.:==:==================d. Additionally, these same people have 
:_, __ , .. ·-:; ,, , ." a·diffetmt.~e on the use of 
CQl?doms A f*Gnall, rnan§r of t\11111 
planned marriage - ,.,.">;-·. years, half : meet o~c!rs ipterested in t~~s con-
that number within 'f°f~ years. A : stitutiowd.),ssues to express· @nd ex-
similar number expectecFio· have :at· --- - change~imiions and ideas. :i . 
least two children after they married. Ed Lewi ~caates 
5'ruidal imn• e·re also fXJnftndrte' - - I eth!ffl· NV 
/ 
. . ·' 
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WRITERS WORKSHOP 
All current writers and students interested in writing fo-r The 
Ithacan are invited to attend the second spring semester 
workshop 1 :30pm Sunday, Feb. 21 in,·The Ithacan office, iri the 
basement of Landon Hall. 
Come learn how to make your stories more interesting as 
Ithacan adviser Mark Schultz discusses lead techniques. And · 
-look for notices of future workshops in_ upcoming i~sues. 
Remember, y.ou don't have to have written to attend these 
workshops. Come find out what The lthacan's all about. 
Call The Ithacan, 274-3207, for details-or just stop by . 
. 
Sunday, Feb. 21 Landon basement 
ITHACA S.W.E.E.P COLLEGE 
Student Walking Evening Escort Patrol 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WALK ALONE 
CALL 27 4-3465 
Runs 7 nights a week 9 pm - 1 am 
We are looking for volunteers! 
, 
Stop by the Studenf Activities Center 
on the 3rd floor of The Campus Center! 
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION OR CALL 274-3377 
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Wilson's ''Piece of Mind'' is a hit 
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-
DANA WILSON: Professor of Music, has won two prestigious awards for his composition for wind ensem-
ble,"Piece of Mind." 
Associate professor Dana Wilson 
from the School of Music has won 
two prestigious awards for his com-
position for wind ensemble, "Piece of 
Mind''-the 1987 Sudler International 
Wind Band Composition Competi-
tion and the 1988 ABA-Ostwald Band 
Composition Contest. 
The Sudler award has been given 
every other year since 1983, and will 
pro:vide Wilson with $10,000 and the 
Medal of Honor from the John 
Phillip Sousa Foundation, sponsors of 
the competition. The AHA-Ostwald 
award is a much older award and has 
been given out every year since 1956. 
,This competition, sponsored by the 
American Bandstanders Association, 
will provide Professor Wilson with 
two thousand, five-hundred dollars, 
.: : and is known' for producing more 
than any other competition of its 
kind. 
Wilson has written numerous 
smaller arrangements and has won 
other awards, but claims these two 
awards to be his greatest 
accomplishments. 
Arthur Ostrander, dean of the 
School of Music, agrees and says that 
these awards are very prominent. He 
says, "This is a great honor for Dana, 
Q and it reflects well on the entire ~ school." Professor Wilson finds 
, working at Ithaca College a great ex-
~ perience, noting its fine music school 
I;.) and supporting faculty. 
~ "Piece of Mind" was Wilson's 'first 
t: and only composition' for wind 
ensemble. He jokes around that it 
won't be his last if he keeps getting 
these kinds of responses. Dana Wilson 
primarily enjoys. writing and playing 
..... ',. 
jazz, but says that there are so many 
possibilities in music. When asked 
what he was working on now, he 
responded that he was writing a set of 
songs and a concerto for the marim-
ba, although most of his time is spent 
travelling with his -award-winning 
piece. 
"Piece of Mind" was written after 
the director of the Ithaca College 
Wind Ensemble Rodney W-ither ask-
ed Wilson to come up with something 
for his group. The piece premiered last 
year, in New York City, and was later 
recorded on an album due out this 
spring on Marks Records. This win-
ning composition will be played by the 
United States Army Band at the ABA 
convention and the United States 
Marine Band in · Baltimore and 
Washington. In Washington, Pro-
fessor Wilson will be presented with 
the ·Sousa Foundation Medal of 
Honor. 
Wilson compared writing music to 
doing school assignments. He said 
that he needs to develop his ideas, 
sometimes stay up all night getting 
them down on paper to meet his 
deadlines. He earned his Ph.D. from 
the Eastman School of Music, but 
adds that he did not even major in 
music in undergraduate college. He 
said that he started writing music 
when he was a teenager, but only 
knew later that he wanted to make 
music his life. 
Not only is the music world lucky 
that Dana Wilson made that choice. 
but so are we. I he staff of The 
Ithacan, as I'm sure the rest of Ithaca 
College, wishes Dana Wilson con-
tinued success in his· work. 
Jennifer R. Weinstein 
mid-winter doldrums 
BY DORA VMNEITO 
Are the winter doldrums beginning 
to take effect yet? Do you wish that 
spring and warm weather would just 
hurry up and arrive? Well, despite 
what you may think (or hope), winter 
has only just begun, and the SAB has 
planned some exciting winter events 
which are sure to combat those winter 
blues. 
Winter Carnival '88 is one such 
event. Yvonne Ebert, SAB chairper-
son, informed me of the various pro-
grams occuring during this three-day 
festival. Winter Carnival '88 lasts 
from Thursday, February 18 until 
Saturday, February 20 and its events 
range from comedians and ice 
sculptures to hay rides and games. 
The first night will begin with NYC 
Comedy Night. This will include a 
young, top comedian who will appear 
in the Pub/Coffeehouse at 8pm. The 
comedian appearihg on February 18 
will be Gary DeLena, who has been 
showcased in numerous comedy clubs 
in New York City, including 
Caroline's and the Improvisation. 
Delena will be the third act of four 
to appear at the Pub. 
Friday, February 19 is a day full of 
events. There will be a Sound Trax 
Booth from 11am til 7pm in the North 
Foyer of the Campus Center. 
Students can get their own voices 
recorded with the background of their 
favorite songs. The fee for that is $3. 
Also happening on Friday is the 
Talent Show at 8pm in the Emerson 
Suites. The top four acts from the Lip 
Sync Contest on February l will per-
form in the Talent Show. Any student 
·who wishes can sign up to do comedy 
acts, theatre, dance presentations, or 
open-mike acts. Each area of talent 
will have a cash prize for the top two 
acts. Admission to the Talent Show 
is $1. 
~ ;iaturday,.,l'ebruary 20 is jam pack-
ed with programs. Arctic Action in-
volves an ice-skating rink which will 
be built in the Campus Center Quad 
for the entire day. Other events for the 
day mclude: Snow Broom Ball, 
beginning at 10am, an Ice Sculpture 
Contest and Hayride from 2 until 
4:30pm and a Happy Hour in the 
Theater 
Pub/Coffeehouse from 4:30 until 
7pm. 
From 7pm until 1 am in the Ben 
Light Gym, there will be a Super-
dance, sponsored by the Physical 
Therapy Association. All proceeds 
from Superdance go to the Muscular 
Dystrophy Foundation. A special 
event that will ta~e place at the Super-
dance at 8pm in the Battle of th 
Bands, in which IC bands playin 
rock are judged on the creativity 
originality, performance and conten 
of their, music. 
Judging from the diverse agenda 
Winter Carnival '88 looks as if it h 
something for anyone who is lookin 
for ·a change of pace in the midst o 
everyday winter drudgeries. 
Cinderella with a twist 
BY TAMMY L. PARRY 
According to M.R. Cox, there are 
345 different versions of the 
Cinderella story. On February 18-20, 
the Department of Theater Arts at 
Cornell shall present the 346th ver-
sion, a daring drama by dissident 
author Janusz Glowacki, that presents 
the well-known fairy tale within the 
not-so-subtle context of a 
sociopolitical commentary on the 
issue of communist repression. 
Cinders, directed by David 
Feldshuh, stars Cornell Resident Pro-
f essionals Kate Levy, Maria Porter, 
and Douglas Simes in a gripping tale 
of Orwellian doublespeak. Set in a 
girls' reform school in Poland in 
December 1981, the surface of the 
story deals with the student's upcom-
ing performance of Cinderella 
which is to be filmed by a visiting 
director and crew. It focuses on the 
struggle of one young girl (Cinderella) 
to maintain her individual free will 
despite the manipulations and 
repressive ideologies of the totalitarian 
forces-embodied in the school depu-
ty and film director-that surround 
her. 
The play is a vivid tragicomedy that 
uses the language of the absurd at 
times to make its point. For example, 
in one scene, the deputy head of the 
institute threatens to punish the girls 
by removing the school television set. 
When informed that there isn't one, 
he merely shrugs: "We'll have to give 
them one and then take it away." 
Glowacki explains, "For me, comedy 
and irony are the best ways to express 
tragic meaning. It's connected to the 
Polish spirit. Black humor is our way 
to express something." 
Cinders is a remarkably witty 
and well-written drama. Its highest 
praise, however, lies not strictly in 
Glowacki's screenplay, but also in the 
actresses and actors that brought the 
script to life. Kate Levy, in the role of 
Cinderella, gave a· stunning perfor-
mance that jerked her character alive 
with sometimes painful reality. Maria 
Porter as the "Prince" gave an equal-
ly impressive demonstration of talent 
as the hardened leader of the reform 
school inmates willing to compromise 
on principle in order to survive and 
one day escape the current repressiv 
rule. Their scenes together as blac 
and white opposites, yet someho 
connected characters, sparked th 
stage with a passion and intensity-th 
most poignant moment being thei 
emotional exchange after Cinderella 
has been attacked by the other girls o 
a false charge woven by th 
manipulations of the head deputy. 
Doug Simes in the role of the 
"Director" also gave an admirable 
perfonnance that mixed the complex 
'strands of humanity, ambition, 
manipulation, and power into a 
character that one dislikes, yet 
understands and ultimately fears. 
Cinde,;,, in conclusion, is a 
brilliant political drama that features 
an outstanding cast and deals with the 
real and controversial issue of govern-
mental and institutional repression. 
The Theater Cornell brochuere seems 
to sum it up the best: ''Cinders is ~dult 
theater for the thinking audience 
member. You will be transporte~ t~ 
a place where 'decency' and 'sani;~ 
are defmed by the state and 'truth 1~ 
defined by those in power. 
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Classical chamber music comes alive 
too, possess many high, exciting 
peaks, yet simultaneously seemed 
moody and brooding. 
Haydn's Symphony no. 88 in G 
major, consisting of four distinct 
movements, closed the concert. The 
first movement, "Adagio-Allegro" 
was subdued and entrancing. The or-
chestra then proceeded to play 
"Largo," which was gradual and 
peaceful sounding. 
The third movement, "Menuetto-
Allegretto" was performed powerful-
ly and succinctly, involving a lot of 
deep percussive tones. The fourth and 
final movement, "Allegro con 
Spirito," Italian for fast-moving with 
spirit, was just that. This last move-
ment was rapid and fluid yet still re-
tained its intensity, causing the even-
ing to end forcibly. 
Listening to the music was enhanc-
ed by viewing Carl St. Clair. 
Throughout the program, he moved 
his entire body to the music, twitching 
and jerking every muscle. Through his 
animated facial expression, St. Clair 
seemed to cajole and warmly flirt with 
each orchestra member. It was as if 
the music itself was permeating his en-
tire body. 
Saturday night's performance was 
dedicated to Clinton -B. Ford, stead-
fast benefactor of the Cayuga 
Chamber Orchestra in honor of his 
75th birthday. It was an awe-inspiring 
performance worthy of praise. 
The Dance Circle 
1,\.,::-• 
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mE CA YUGA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA: the official orchestra 
of the city of Ithaca, presented its winter concert on Saturday, February 
13 at 8:15pm in Ford Hall. 
Practice your poise 
BY DORA VIVINEITO 
There is a unique beauty in classical 
chamber music that has caused it to 
remain undaunted and simply elegant 
throughout the centuries. While listen-
ing to the Cayuga Chamber Or-
chestra, it was clearly evident why this 
is so. 
The Cayuga Chamber Orchestra, 
the official orchestra of the City of 
Ithaca, presented its winter concert on 
Saturday, February 13 at 8:15pm in 
Ford Hall. Leading this professional 
ensemble was Musical Director Carl 
St. Clair. The program began with 
"Entrance of the Queen of Sheba" 
from Handel's oratorio, Solomon. 
This piece was striking and inspira-
. , tional, performed with a fir!11 and 
· -· "brilliant sound. It proved to be a pro-
mise of an exciting evening. 
Following that first piece, guest 
flutist Leone Buyse joined the or-
chestra for C.P.E Bach's Flute Con-
certo in A major, W .q. 168 and Grif-
fes' Poem for Flute and Orchestra. 
Buyse, dressed in a loose full-length 
turquoise and gold silk dress, ap-
peared like a butterfly amid the con-
servatively black-dressed orchestra. 
Not surprisingly, Buyse's music seem-
ed to float as fluently and gracefully 
as a butterfly moves through the air. 
The Flute Concerto in A major, 
Wq. 168 was a hypnotic and 
mesmerizing piece. It was characteriz-
ed by both very slow and rhythmic 
moments and very high-spirited and 
upbeat moments. · 
The second piece performed by 
Buyse, "Poem for Flute and Or-
chestra," was equally superb. This 
BY BARBARA MATfHEWS 
Most of us associate ballet with 
popular_ dancers like Baryshnikov. 
Few of us have experienc;ed the grace 
and beauty of dancing 'pointes' (or 
dancing on your toes). However, the 
city of Ithaca has a local source, the 
Dance Circle, where you can practice 
that seemingly effortless dance. 
The ·Dance Circle, located at 328 E. 
State Street, is a ballet studio operated 
by the Ithaca Concert Dance Assoc., 
Inc., that also manages the Ithaca 
Concert Dance Company. Naomi 
Strichartz and Elizabeth Brown began 
Dance Circle 11 years ago iri"a dance 
studio in the Ithaca Community 
Music School. Strichartz, the director 
of Dance Circle, teaches adult, 
children and teen classes. 
Naomi Strichartz, a ·former 
member of Ballet Russe de Monte 
Carlo, has also performed in the 
Metropolitan Opera Ballet and Les 
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~=-~ If you gain satisfaction Northeastern University, • Exercise Sciences = .. ~~. 
from reaching out and Boston, MA 02115. Athletic Training 
Grands Ballets Canadiens. Strichartz 
said she runs the studio for those 
students who hope to join a prof~s-
sional company and for those who 
have always desired to try ballet. 
Strichartz, herself, began studying 
ballet at the age of 12, but stopped 
dancing to raise a family and attend 
Cornell University.' However, ballet is 
the motivating force in her life which 
she brings to Dance Circle. She has 
also published a book entitled The 
Wisewoman and has written articles 
for Dance Pages, a New Yqrk 
magazine, and for the Ithaca 
Grapevine. She is currently working 
on a mystery story set in the Ballet 
Russe. 
Another instructor at Dance Circle, 
Eugenia Wacker-Hoeflin, is also an 
instructor here at Ithaca College. She, 
too, performed with the Metropolitan 
Opera Ballet for 12 years and Les 
Grands Ballets Canadiens. 
Dance Circle handles about 100-150 
students. Some of the children per-
form in family concerts and may 
eventually become a member of the 
Ithaca Concert Dance Company. This 
company travels around the county 
performing a series of concerts. 
Presently, Strichartz is rehearsing 
with some young apprentices (those 
who practice about five times a week 
and hope eventually to go off to dance -. 
professionally) for a May 13, 14 family 
concert. They will be performing a 
fairy tale entitled "East of the Sun, 
West of the Moon." Robert Strichartz 
wrote the score which he will play dur-
ing the concert. The regular ballet 
company will dance afterwards. 
Tickets are $4 and students pay $3. 
The concert will begin at 8:15pm and 
the Dance Circle number is 273-7446. 
Most people have seen at least one 
ballet performance, but few realize the 
see Dancing page 13 
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{t Get a Jump on Spring Break {( 
{{ {( {{ Get the base tan you need. {{ 
{t Only 6 minutes is equivalent to 2-4 hours in {{ 
{t the sun. $3.00 for 6 minutes or a package of {t 
_,., 10 for $27. 90. The Tropical Sun Tan Center is J., 
~ located with A Cut Above Hair Cutters, 2nd ~ 
{t floor of Center Ithaca ~ {{ {{ 
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others realize their full Instruction • Speech-Language 
potential. • Educational 8*search Pathology~ Audiology 
Most of our programs are • Human Development Nondegree Certification 
offered on a part-time and • Rehabilit.ation Programs 
full-time basis and combine Administration • Counseling 
Bost.on-Bouve 
College 
The War Between Israel and the Palestinians: 
classroom theory with • Special Education • Elementary & Secondary 
practical,hands-on Master of Science School Teacher Preparation /'}, I ~ 
experience. Programs • Special Education 1,1 _,...,,.,,, 
Friends of Israel sponsors two short movies 
depicting the Palestinians and the PLO. In the 
Egbert Union on Monday February 22, at 
7:30pm. For further information please call 
273-7898 or 273-0150. Call (617) 437-2708 or write • Counseling Psychology 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
ADVERTISEMENT 
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MUSIC AND COMEDY 
608 2569000 
WHAT: Generic Party 
WHERE: Coffeehouse 
WHEN: March 16, 1988 
.- ·-. '\ i J • ~. '.' 
INGREDIENTS: humor, melody, 
rhythm, wit (not more than 2%), 
sharps, flats, glissandos, rubber 
devices, ridiculous stories, truth, 
lies, one or more of the fol!ow-
i ng (laughter, tears. smiles, 
sighs, entertainment. and/or 
sleep), natural rapport, strange 
slide show, life, make-up as 
preservative. 
NET WT. 1.1 OZ (30.5g) PER 
SHOWING 
(Contents may settle during 
serious music.) 
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BY JOYCE JILLSON 
Major astrological happenings in-
fluence not only the events of this 
week but extend into the next 
decade. Space cadets come down to 
terra finna while those level-headed, 
serious types turn into metaphysical 
explorers. All in all, it's a great time 
for getting rid of old fossils-be they 
people, ideas, emotions or 
organizations--and taking only the 
best of the past to create new institu-
tions. By Tuesday you'll be reeling 
under this nice aspect. But beware: 
With Saturn entering Capricorn and 
Uranus not close behind, everyone 
from the President on down will have 
to add more discipline to his/her life; 
featherweights can no longer get by on 
charm and a paste-up job. Grand-
parents help out financially. For those 
altering your career choices, the 
mystical powers are on your side. 
ARIES (March 21-April 19). Hard 
and fast rules bend for you on Thurs-
day and Saturday-if you're ready to 
act. You impress others with your 
drive and concentration this week, but 
don't succumb to false flattery from 
jealous competitors who try to per-
suade you to stop your work. You've 
shirked a romantic question long 
enough; you'll get an answer on 
Saturday. Plan a trip out of town this 
weekend. A Gemini or Sag professor 
is not as tough as you think. Work 
done outside of class boosts your 
grade point. Keep to a study plan or 
research project; this is not time to 
drop the ball. Success could be yours 
by March I • As for new love, select 
a Taurus or Pisces. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). 
You're letting someone walk all over 
you; make a few demands on Tues-
day or Friday, otherwise the 
relationship--and your self-esteem--
will tumble. Gossip holds a kernel of 
truth, so listen. A new campus interest 
is a double-edged sword; it improves 
your study skills, but cuts into study 
time. Either set up a very strict plan, 
or recognize problems so your stress 
level doesn't go sky-high. Tackle 
weight, smoking or other personal 
problems next week; right now there's 
too much going on. A technical slip-
up (not your fault) could cost you or 
your organization money. Keep a 
sharp lookout for financial 
discrepancies. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). Some 
superficial job, study or test will be 
taken far more seriously than you 
realize. Your circle of friends can ex-
pand on Wednesday; disregard what 
your crowd says and welcome these 
new people. Mark Wednesday as a 
day of celebration; you win something 
or get some special attention. Start 
your weekend love search at midweek; 
Libras and Sagittarians are eager for 
your wit and humor. You may feel 
madly for someone who's already 
taken ... but knowing you, that 
shouldn't be a problem. Your ap-
pearance matters on Thursday. Others 
want to know they can rely on you 
permanently, however you'll have 
some concerns about this added 
responsibility. 
CANCER (June 22-July 22). Sen-
timental you, still brooding over 
Valentine's Day? Stop, because 
Saturn and Capricorn are going to 
bring you love, power and success 
through wonderful new relationships. 
And lucky you, this will last for 
several years. This is a great week to 
talk with parents and others you need 
on your side when making a school 
change. Moves or summer courses 
could also give you better insight in-
to a career decision. You're inclined 
to dismiss a recurrent complaint but 
heed this now. Elders, teachers or 
others could try to convince you that 
a feeling you have is "inappropriate." 
Again, follow your heart. You're 
lucky with Virgos. 
• LITf 97 f Pl brings you ... Paris in the Spring . · 
• We're giving away a trip for two in Paris, France. 
-.. 
• To win, check out the LITf 97 car at Garage de france. 
• Guess how many LITt: 97 bumper stickers are stuck on the 
car, and you could be a winner! 
• Entry boxes are located at Garage de france, Baker Travel 
and the LITf 97 studio. 










PARIS l/QHT fllQffT 
P.O. Box 69 
Ithaca, NY 14851 
GARAGE de fKANCt 
720 S. Meadow St. 
Ithaca 
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An Italian favorite returns to Ithaca 
BY· SEAN ROONEY and EMILY 
SPECKMAN 
Joe's Restuarant had been closed for 
three years and quietly reopened for 
business to its loyal clientele and new 
customers as well. Joe's family tradi-
tion began in 1932. Starting as a 
grocery store, Joe's eventually became 
one of Ithaca's most successful and 
satisfying Italian restaurants. 
The restaurant is full of nostalgic 
memories. Returning customers have 
frequently commented on their past 
experiences at Joe's. Some hold 
memories of their first date, others 
celebrated high school proms there, 
and some couples held their wedding 
reception in the back banquet room. 
.. . Joe's eventual-




The new owners, Mark Cam-
pagnollo and Larry Church, have ex-
pressed great satisfaction with the 
reopening of Joe's. Both owners hold 
optimistic views about the future as 
their first month sales have gone 
beyond what _they had anticipated. 
Campagnollo and Church have grown 
up in Ithaca and each have been ex-
posed to the restaurant business for 
many years. 
Campagnollo, at age 30, was 
strongly influenced by his father. 
After working for his father's local 
" 
.... ,, 
JOE'S RESTAURANT: located on the comer of Buffalo Street and 
route 13, returns for business featuring favorite Ital_ian dishes. 
Italian restaurant, he decided to fur-
ther his knowledge of restaurant 
management by attending Florida In-
ternational Hotel and Restaurant 
School. Afterwards, he worked in 
Florida as a general manager of 
Bennigans--a national restaurant 
chain. Once returning to Ithaca he 
had an ambition to open his own 
restaurant. His ambition came true 
when he became co-owner of Joe's 
with his partner, Larry Church. 
Church's goals for becoming a suc-
cessful restaurant owner became clear 
after working part-time as a bartender 
for many years. As a history major at 
the University of Cortland (WY), 
Church realized he could make more 
money in the restaurant busines.s than 
teaching history. At age 40, he has had 
vast experience in the restaurant 
business. He opened one of the first 
discoteques in Orlando, Florida and 
also a nightclub in Memphis, Tenn. 
Church also enjoys the prestige of 
owning one of Ithaca's favorite 
restaurants, Plums, on N. Aurora 
Street. 
Campagnollo's and Church's suc-
cess story began on January 11, 1988. 
The new Joe's Restaurant in an art 
deco style, uses black and white tiled 
Creative decision-making . 
. Jt's the rule, not the exception, at Chubb. 
The property /casualty insurance business demands an 
ability to make carefully calculated, creative decisions. 
Because it's the element of risk that makes insurance 
necessary-and exciting. Property and casualty insurance 
involves the highest sort of risk, and is the least predic-
table form of insurance. 
Why? It has been said that people die more or less 
"on schedule." But who can predict when-or if- a 
bridge will collapse, an ocean liner will sink, a trusted 
employee will embezzle, or a home will be burglarized? 
Creative thinkers make successful property/casualty 
insurance professionals. And we should know. It's been 
our business for over 100 years. 
Chubb's recruiters will be on hand Tuesday, 
February 23rd at the Clar1>e Lounge from 7:00-8:00 p.m. 
for an information meeting. 
We cordially invite you to stop by and learn more 
about Chubb, and our innovative way of doing business. 
If you 're a creative thinker, you will be interested to hear 
what we have to say. 
CHUBB 
Group of Insurance Companies 
Warren, NJ 07060 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
floors, peach table cloths, white 
napkins and black chairs. The wait 
staff extends the art deco style by 
wearing matching appearel. The 
opened spaced dining room is in the 
tradition of Italian family dining. In 
the background sounds of satisfied 
customers mesh with the sounds of 
faint Italian music. This creates an in-
formal setting and enhances the com-
fortable dining style which Cam-
pognollo and Church are striving for. 
When asked, "What's unique 
about Joe's?" Campagnollo said, 
"Price, value, friendly service, and 
deciding on his favorite dish. 
However, he seemed most satisfied 
with the veal marsala. Another 
special quality is Joe's "Signature 
Items." These items include unlimited 
refills on their "bottomless" salad 
bowl, buttered garlic sticks, and non-
alcoholic beverages. 
I consistent food quality." He feels that these qualitites are the most desirable in a good restaurant. Along with the 
~· traditional pasta dish, Joe's offers a 
9 menu diverse with many chicken, veal 
=: and seafood entree's. Through our in-
~ terview, Campagnollo had trouble 
Both Campagnollo and Church are 
hoping their success will continue. 
They hope to open other Joe's 
Restaurants in Syracuse and 
Rochester, N.Y. They have already 
received an offer to open one in 
Washington, D.C. Ultimately, both 
owners hope to opln a total of 10 
restaurants in 10 years. With the 
reopening of Joe's as successful as it 
was, these goals seem reasonable and 
attainable. We highly recommend 
Joe's and believe you will be as 
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DANCE CIRCLE: located at 328 E. State Street is a ballet studio of-
fering dance lessons as well as dance performances. 
difficult discipline that accompanies it. 
Strichartz and Wacker-Hoeflin have 
been fighting a disturbing trend in the 
ballet world: the frightening number 
of women and young girls who are 
not only becoming anorexic and 
bulimic, but are being told they must 
have their breasts reduced to perfonn. 
Strichartz said she would like to 
know who decided that the body is 
not beautiful. "Too many young girls 
think they are fat and then they are 
told that they are. The dance world is 
the worst. No one's talent should be 
undennined by this nonsense," she 
says. 
Strichartz is writing an anicle ad-
dressing this issue. She knows ballet 
requires determination and discipline, 
but it should also be enjoyed. Accor-
ding to Strichartz, it should not be life-
threatening: "Unless you enjoy it, 
what's the point?" 
Discount Air Fares 
St_udent fares on Pan Am 
London $185 Madrid $220 
Amsterdam $200 Rome $238 
Paris $206 Athens $280 
Frankfurt $220 etc ... 
:; 
St. Thomas $135 St. Maarten 
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BY GLENN RAUCHER 
On the inner sleeve of the new Mid-
. night Oil LP, Diesel and Dust, they 
write "Australian perfor-
mances/ Australian compositions." In 
the case of this record, they may be 
overstating their patriotism; this is 
their most "International" album yet. 
But then again, the Australia they take 
pride in is not the Australia of Qan-
tas commercials, nor the Paul Hogan-
esque "shrimp on the barbie" land-
scape. The Oil's Australia is a land 
portrayed much in the same way that 
Bruce Springsteen portrayed the U.S. 
over the course of the Nebraska and 
Bom in the U.S.A. albums: A harsh 
terrain, both literally and figurative-
ly, in which there are disproportionate 
amounts of dispossessed and 
maltreated. This is the record in which 
Midnight Oil stops using Australia as 
a counter to being Americanized for 
the mass market, and establishes 
strong links between the beating heart 
of their country and the pulse of ini-
quity in the rest of the world. This is 
Midnight Oil's "Aboriginal" album. 
There are startling and disturbing 
parallels between the plight of 
Aborigines in Australia and the 
holocaust perpetrated upon Native 
Americans here: They both claim that 
we (all of us) belong to the land, ?fid 
not the other way around. In order to 
maintain that belief, they've had to 
take action, and claim that the land 
they live on is theirs, if only to pro-
~ it from greedy fmgers that wish 
to divvy it up and settle it from coast 
to coast. As Midnight Oil sing in 
"Warakurna," "Diesel and dust is 
what we breathe/This land don't 
change/and we don't leave ... " The 
image of heavy machinery tearing up 
land is pervasive throughout the 
album; stark images or rovers clear-
ing woodlands and tearing up 
Aboriginal homelands pop up in 
"Dreamworld," "Warakurna," 
"The Dead Heart," "Sometimes," 
and "Sell My Soul." These recurring 
motifs are much more effective in 
conveying the sense of destruction 
than a polemic sideswipe at the 
destructors themselves. (The Oils are 
much too savvy for that.) As with 
Native Americans, the Aboriginals are 
fighting an uphill battle; if there hasn't 
been overt violence and death, then 
there has been the violence of 
upheaval; the forced removal from 
homelands, and the degradation of 
living in dirt-poor slums on the out-
skirts of major towns; they come for 
work, and with none available to 
them, they've shuffled off to the side, 
and left. 
But one of the things that they do 
have on their side is activists, especial-
ly ones like the Oils. "The Dead 
Heart," originally released nearly two 
years ago, was a single to benefit the 
Aboriginals claims to their 
homelands. The Oils, being white and 
stensibly fairly well-off, could have 
course sit and let injustice persist. But 
throughout their JO-year career, 
they've consistently put their money 
and their lyrics where their intentions 
have been, and back those intentions 
up with actions. Much has been made 
of U2, Sting, Peter Gabriel, et al. be-
ing a positive social force from the 
music industry, but few bands have 
. " 
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-....Wackes 
....- Lumber 
Wickes, one of the notion's 
leading lumber retailers 1s 
seeking o par! rime cashier 
Experience in retail cashier-
ing ond customer serV"1ce 
will be helpful 1n obtaining 
this pos1t1on. 
PART TIME CASHIER 
We offer excellent wages 
along with o comprehen-
sive benefits package 
There 1s also the oppor-
tunity for rapid advance-
ment w,thm our expan-
ding orgonizotton. In-
terested applicants should 
apply ,n person. 
Wickes Lumber 
100 Commercial Ave., 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
An Equal Opportun,1y Employer MIF 
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managed to balance the political and 
the musical as well as Midnight Oil. 
They've never backed off from their 
goal to be a prescient force for positive 
social change, and they've also con-
sistently made albums that better the 
preceding ones. Diesel and Dust is no 
exception. 
With "Whoah" and "Bullroarer" 
on side two, the Oils have come up 
with two of the finest single 
achievements in a career that has 
heavy competition. ("U.S. Forces," 
"Read About It," "Power and the 
Passion" off of 
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 ... , and "Best of 
Both Worlds," "Sleep," "Jimmy 
Sharman's Boxers," "Who Can 
Stand in the Way," and "Kosciusko" 
off of Red Sails in the Sunset, their 
last release.) "Whoah" is built on a 
limber acoustic guitar pattern, with 
startling use of a "sizzle" cymbal by 
drummer Rob Hirst. The phased 
drums and the choral vocal toward the 
end are breath-taking and original. 
"Whoah" is about losing control of 
one's surround.in~. and upon look-
ing for help, finding that there is none, 
even from God. This is also Peter 
Garrett's most emotional and 
evocative vocal yet. Continuing the 
trend that started with 10,.9,8 ... Gar-
rett is "singing" more and more each 
album as opposed to the haranguing 
talk/ sing style he used for the first few 
Australian-only Midnight Oil releases. 
In ''Bullroarer, '' he contains his fury 
until the line "Wild dogs howl and the 
long grass whistles and the tall trees 
break." When he hits here, he hits 
twice as hard. The dynamics on 
"Bullroarer," "Beds are Burning," 
"Put Down That Weapon," and 
elsewhere on Diesel and Dust are 
much more subtle and cunning than 
in the Oil's past. You don't notice 
them until you realize that your seat 
(especially if you're listening on head-
phones) has been blown back three 
feet. The maturation of Midnight Oil 
as pure song-writers is also a revela-
tion here. There is not one cut (even 
the somber "Arctic World") that is 
radio-proof. The hooks are as subtle 
as the dynamics, and without notic-
ing, they'll be spinning on your in-
terior turntable for days. On Red 
Sails ... , they were concentrating on 
throwing the kitchen sink into nearly 
every song, and to a small degree, that 
hurt the songs (although it made for 
harrowing and powerful listening). 
Here they serve the songs first, while 
still feeling free to add sonic effects 
like the frightening engine rev that 
starts "Bullroarer" (which is follow-
ed by the whirring sounds, which is 
even more startling). In the single 
"Beds Are Burning," electronic 
drwns serve as the device with which 
the Oils and producer Warne Livesey 
(Julian Cope) show off the full digital 
sound of Diesel and Dust. 
This is an album that sails from 
strength to strength without much 
relief for the listener; just as you've 
absorbed the intricacies of "Put 
Down That Weapon," (continuing 
their strong pacifist, anti-nuke stance), 
"Dreamworld" comes in without a 
second between tracks. Even the 
weakest cut, "Sell My Soul" (which 
suffers from placement after 
"Whoah" and Bullroarer," the two 
strongest cuts), features a remarkable 
acoustic guitar section which salvages 
the song. Again, that's a relative com-
parison; "Sell My Soul" would be a 
centerpiece on lots of lesser records; 
but here, it doesn't rise with the rest 
of the pack. 
Diesel and Dust is one of the few 
records that I feel is a great record; 
even many of the albums that I plac-
see M!dnight page 15 
Commitment to 
Being the Best 
At Arkwright, it is our commitment to being the best that has enabled 
us to become a recognized leader in direct-service insurance under-
writing and a foremost supplier of risk management services 
worldwide. Focusing our business toward Fortune 1,000 companies, 
with premiums of over $ 500 million and assets of more than $1 
billion, w~ protect many of the world's largest corporations. 
. . 
We are seeking talented graduates to join Arkwright as Underwriters. 
We will provide you with all the professional challenges and rewards 
that you expect from an industry leader. Working in a collaborative 
team approach, the Underwriter has the critical responsibility of 
evaluating large commercial accounts. To succeed, you must have 
strong analytical and communications skills and tt,e ability to make 
sound business decisions and develop creative solutions. We look for 
graduates with a strong record of accomplishment in any of a wide 
range of majors. 
If you possess the talent and ambition, we will give you all the··tools 
you need to succeed. As a beginning Underwriter, you will participate 
in a seven month, comprehensive training program consisting of both 
classroom and field experience. After completion of the program, you 
will join one of our eight regional offices located in major cities 
throughout the US. But this is just the beginning. Our prof~ssional 
development programs offer on-going training and we provide 
exc.ellent career growth opportunities. Equal .Opportunity Employer. 
On-Campus .Interviews Will Be Held On: 
March 16, 1988 
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Mixed Messages: meaningful· abstracts ·· 
BY BARBARA MATTHEWS 
Twenty-five years ago the Upstairs 
Gallery, located in the Dewitt Office 
Complex, began exhibiting works of 
art by regional, national, and interna-
tional artists. This 1987-'88 season 
marks their 25th anniversary, and un-
til February 20, the gallery hosts ar-
tists Debra A. Martens and Kathy 
Morris. The exhibit is entitled Mixed 
Messages. Martens uses mixed media 
on paper and Morris displays her 
hand-painted photographs. 
Debra A. M~rtens is from 
Brooktondale, New York and attend-
ed the School of Visual Arts in New 
York City in 1976. She received her 
B.F.A. degree from Cornell Univer-
sity in 1983. She is currently employed 
in Ithaca as Art Director for Rub-
berstampmadness. Martens has had 
many exhibitions including ones at the 
Tjaden Gallery and the Willard 
Straight Gallery at Cornell. She al,o 
has participated in numerous group 
shows at the White Apple Gallery in 
Ithaca and had a one woman shov. 
there in 1986. 
Marten's works are bold and bright 
in color as \,·ell as in message. I found 
three pictures in particular that stood 
out. One i~ entitled "One Thing"-
·that 'one thmg' being the word kind-
ness stamped in red on a neon yellm\ 
ing on paper and to experience 
stamped images as a form of relief 
priAtmaking.'' 
Kathy Morris is a native of 
Newfield, New York and earned her 
Master of Fine Ans degree in painting 
and photography from Cornell 
University in 1976. She has exhibited 
~-· widely in upstate New York, the Ci-
"" ty, Yonkers, and Brooklyn, as well as 
1:3 Illinois and Massachusetts. Morris has 
~ received numberous awards, grants 
O and fellowships and has had her 
:3 photographs published in local and 
~ national periodicals such as the Ithaca 
~ Journal and Modern Photography. 
UPSTAIRS GALLERY·: located in the Dew;u Office Complex is cur-
rent!} exhibiting Mixed Messages, which focuses on mixed media on paper 
and hand-painted photographs. 
~ She has also displayed her photos in 
.., several books and calendars. Morri, 
- is the current o,mer and operator of 
Studio 97 Photography. 
Looking at Morris' photographs, I 
felt a sense of reassurance and 
calmness. The rural, hand painted 
photos showed the simple pleasure in 
life--ones we often take for granted. 
One photo, "Sunrise," is a perfect 
example--a serene forest with warm 
~unlight shining through the trees. 
"Steed" was a beautiful photograph-
-a lightly painted rocking horse. The 
photo"Couple" was humorous--thi~ 
couple was two frogs sitting on an 
umbrella topped bench. Probably the 
most relaxing photograph \\a, "Chase 
and Sanborn Cat"--a contented cat 
~ 
background. This simple message is 
made affective by its simple design 
and powerful color. "Forgivenes~" is 
another simple message made poig-
nant by its uncomplex design--again, 
a yellow background wnh 1 <!d pnnt. 
However, the most inteme picture i, 
"Remember." Arranged with a map 
of the \\Orld, l'vlarten~ put a lar~c ar-
fO\\ with th..:: \\Ortis 'You Arc Here" 
pointing to the U.S. The word 
'remember' \,as \\as stamped around 
this map. Perhaps, Martens was ask-
mg u, to remember we are jrn,t a small 
part of planet Earth. 
Martens states that this body of 
work has been "a personal success for 
me in that it combines many diverse 
interests." She believes thast this show 
combines all aspects of her diverse 
career in painting, printmaking, and 
graphic design. TI1is show is also a 
departure_ from her previous large 
~crylic paintings. Marten~ says, "It 
ha, been wonderful to return to work-
We'd rather tie you up for a couple of hours than see you tie 
yourself down to a bad career decision. 
That's why we're holding our Jordan Marsh Presentation-
and why you owe it to yourself to stop by and find out more about 
New England's dominant department store. Come get the inside 
story on our Executive Training Program, considered one of the 
finest in the country, and on how to become a successful executive 
in today's fast-paced, competitive retail industry. 
So whether you're a senior looking to start your career on the 
. right track, or an underclassman tracking down a full-time, paid 
internship, do yourself a favor and check out the Jordan Marsh 
presentation. 
It's one evening you're bound to remember. 
basking in the sun next to a Chase and 
Sanborn coffee can. And then, bet-· 
ween these delicate photographs was, 
"Posted No Trespassing." Ah--
civilization intercedes. 
Morris' photographs were shot dur-
ing the past 11 years. She is very pleas-
ed with them because they are what 
she wanted--small, and with a hint of 
color. Although she works as a 
photographer, she says her art work 
"straddles that hidden valley between 
painting and photography." 
The Upstairs Gallery is open Tues-
day through Friday from I Jam to 
3pm and on Saturdays from I lam to 
I pm. A new shov.· appears each 
month from September through May. 
Midnight-
from page 14 
ed on my top ten of '87 are "mere-
ly" very good. But this is a master-
piece: it contains everything a great 
record should contain: it stands alone 
as a unified achievement and con-
tinues the band's internal progress; it 
reaches outside itself with the full 
knowledge that it has to clean its own 
· cupboards first; musically it's full of 
inventive turns, brimming with 
unrestrained passion and imagination; 
it sounds great, and yet makes no con-
cession to not being a 'rock-n-roll" t 
album. It rocks. Ferociously. It takes ;.. 
a highly individual perspective and 
makes it understandable without com-
promising one iota of its uniqueness. 
Unless someone issues an album that 
provides all these elements in the 
quantity and quality that Midnight Oil 
does, this already stands as the album 




drawals and more at 
our Bank Access Center 
in the Campus Center. 
•'v'kwant to be vour bank, 
MAIN OFFICE-THE COMMONS 
MEMBER FDIC 273-3210 




636 W. State Street 
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: Star Trax R~ording Booth rn V (' -. i : 
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.\, '·- ' {{ Talent Show !J ~~-~ * ~ J ). ~ 
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{t • Ice Sculptures * 
{t_ • Hayride * 
{t *~. 
{t Student Government Happy Hour * 
'{t * {t Pnh/Coffeehouse 43o_7 pm * 
! Superdance USA : 
: Ben Light Gym, 7 pm- I am : 
{( MTV /Engerizer Battle of the Bands * 
~ * {c • BuU Frog Lite Co. • Exit P_arty J} ~ MUSIC TE1£VISION• 
:; . •The Catch •The -Project J} 
•Edge Park •Sleep J}. 
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Thanks for all the support, 
Here's to SAR! 
-Cathy 
Stacy, 
Good luck on the LSA T's, we 










Mandy & Cathy 
Michael-
I got more fudge! 
H 
Michael-




I think you're a great teacher! 
What a secretary! 
-Cathy 
Kirk, 








Are you still mad? 
-C 
Andree, 
Thanks, you're a great 
psychiatrist. 
Love, Chris 
Duke, Scott, Donny, & Peri, 
Dimies tonite? What a reunion! 
Love you guys! 
-Cath 
O.K Rob you got your per-
sonal, Happy? 
Jer 
TROY AND LIZARD: 
Hey Carlo, stand up! Hey Ed 
decrepid, you're our man! Hey, 






Jan & Kevin, 
How abouf another Thursday 
night? ·· 
Chris & T~p 
· Neil- . 
Are you as-:good as you say? 
-C 
Hey JN- ·., 
You're aweSome. 
Trap-






who gets the shower first? 
Lynn Ann 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I'd like to personally thank you 
for the rose. 
1.,ove, Leigh 
Happy Brithday to the Jewel 





Love 410 NA. 
J.L.(at 3211/2], 
Who will sleep in the house this 





We love you! 
Trish & Chris 
To Landon Basement-
Thanks for the Birthday Bird!! 
Love, Chubbs 
Dear Shawn, 
I hope you have a happy 21st 
birthday. I wish I could be there 
to celebrate it with you. 
I miss you! 
Tracy 
To the 2 pack in Ithaca 
Things aren't the same without 
you. We love you and miss you. 
The 4-pack in London 
Hey Cuse, 
Happy 21 babe! Live it 
up ... have a blast ... and 
remember safe sex! We miss ya. 
Love 
The 4 pack in London 
Chris-
Sorry about all the ribbing, 
Thank you very much for your 
help and recommendation. 
Everything is much ap-








Hang in there--We're a 1/4 of 




Thanks so much for being such 
a good friend lately. We'll do 
dinner this weekend? 
Jennifer 
Deanna, 
How about a truce? 
Brett 
Box 
. To Whom It My Concern: 
C-.-----,,:,___--=---:..:.:·:-...,,,,,.,: _-'--· -~-_.,-,. -~: ·· .--:.:·Ooia't forget to watch ICB on ns · ). ~: .. ~·-.-,··/ 
Hav~ a Great i9th Bh1hdiy! Su~day at 6pm to see the 
~X. Love, Deanna B_a_g_e_lb_o_y_s! ______ _ 
410-
Anyone want some cake? 
Perhaps their hair or eyes? Or 
possibly their toes!! 
Love-
Your Instigating Roomate 
Michael-
I refuse to argue anymore-stop 
instigating and have fun!! 
Besides, it's Thursday, you 









Where is the phone bill 
already? I have been waiting 
for a month. 
Erik-
I am sick of waiting for you, 
come up soon or else I'll blow 
your little computer away! 
Puppy, 
How about another pizza. 
The Bagelboys 
Debbie-




Have fun in Boston! 
Brett 
Missy, 
Hol')e you enjoy Ithaca! 
Steph and The Bagelboys 
Mandy, 
Hope you did well in the states. 




PORARY TOWNHOUSE. 3-4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, private 
skylight entry, covered balcony, 
walled garden, heated garage. 
Free additional parking, pets 
allowed. Walk to I.C., Buses, 
and Cornell. 257-7077. 
CHOICE :\PARTMENTS 
For Summer & Fall. 1-4 
Bedrooms. Tioga, Seneca, & 
Linn Street, many others. 
Balconies-Views. Call 257-7257 
Anytime. 
APARTMENTS. South Hill-
Downtown. 1-6-Bedroom Apts. 
Furnished, Carpeted, Laundry. 
Call 272-3389 or 272-0307. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 
SPACIOUS COUNTRY 
HOME-19 miles West of 
Ithaca, own entrance. Call 
387-3907. 
PASSIVE SOLAR RENTAL, 
4 large furnished bedrooms, 
· large attached Greenhouse,l l/2 
baths, beautiful fireplace, 
stove, super energy efficient 
design and const. New and 
available for Fall. WALK TO 
CAMPUS. Call between 
9:00am and 6:00pm. 272-3813. 
FOR RENT: 2 Bedroom 
House, on street parking, 205 
Elm Street, near Octopus. 
$495.00 per month, lease, sec. 
deposit. Call 273-1600. 
Graduation Rooms: Bed & 
Breakfast. Two night 
Minimum. Call 
(607)-898-3814. Mon, Tues, 
Thurs, Frid between 9am 
and 1pm. Prescreened 
rooms. 
-THE- rmACAN 17 
HELP WANTED 
Earn $50-$100 per day 
marketing credit cards to 
students on your campus. 
Work F/T or PIT. Call 
1-800-932-0528. 
HOMEWORKERS 
WANTED! TOP PAY! C.I. 
121 24th Ave. N.W. Suite 222 
Norman, OK 73069. 
NEED EXTRA MONEY, R. 
Wood Motors, Jes. 337 Elmira 
Road is looking for an ag-
gressive representative to pro-
spect Ithaca College students. 
All you have to do is come in 
and fill out an application. Be 
hired as an on campus represen-
tative, bringing us customers we 
can sell a car to. Depending on 
the car, you can earn $100 to 
$500. Call Terry or Bill for an 
appointment at 273-0494. 
FOR SALE 
CABER SKI Boots, Men's size 
61/2-7, $50. 273-7082. Please 
leave message. 
FOR SALE- 2 Round trip air 
tickets lslip/Macarthur-:Ft. 
Lauderdale, · 1eave March 5, 
return March 12, $350. Call 
Greg. 273-8757. 
TYPING: FASTEST fingers on 
campus! If you want quality 
work, in a short amount of 
time, call me. Stephanie 
277-1124. 
SINGING TELEGRAMS. 
Wild, Witty, Wonderful! A 
great surpirse for all occasions. 
Delivered with balloons. 
273-4175. 
------------------------------------~ I . ·-r 
l~*****~LASSIFIEDS********l I I 









At the ITHACAN 
Basement of Landon Hall. 
AD FORM 
RATES 
Non-Commercial: $3.00 for the first 15 words I 
and $.10 for each additional word. 
Business: $4.00 for the first 15 words and $.15 l 
for each additional word 
Personals: $1.00 for 15 words. I 







I I I NAME:_____________________________ I 
I ADDRESS:--------------------------- ,{, I - . - . . I 
I PHONE NUMBER=------------------------· I 
I -
I DATES TO RUN:------------------------- I 
I I 
I I I MESSAGE:--------------------------- '11-1 "---· ---- I 
I I I ALL - CHEC~-MUS; B;_--------------------- I 
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GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
HERE. l AM AC:iAIN, 
PONDERING- MY 
E.XISTE.NCE 
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By GARY LARSON 




Tl-tERE'S A SPECIAL 
CALL WE U5E IF WE 






"Yeah. My boss don't appreciate ·me either. To 
him I'm just a gofer. 'Igor! Go for brains! ... Igor! 
Go for dead bodies! ... Igor! Go for sandwiches!' 
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fly by Buffalo 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Bask~ball team snapped a two-game 
losing streak on Monday, defeating 
SUNY Buffalo, 65-60, at Ben Light 
Gymnasium. 
IC. 65, Buffa,o 60 
The. Bombers (11-11) got off to a 
quick start, outscoring Buffalo (6-13 
against a predominantly Division 2 
schedule), 13-2, at the outset of the 
game. Strong rebounding helped Buf-
falo get back into the game. The 
Royals tied the game at 17 and even-
tually took a31-23 lead late in the first 
half. 
Ithaca then came back and tied the 
game on an Ellen McDermott free 
throw with :07 left in the first half, 
31-31. 
ln the second half, Buffalo con-
tinued their surge, retaking the lead 
49-42. Ithaca then came alive behind 
the dominant play of senior center 
Barbara Bunnaster and the playmak-
ing of Roxane Aguilar. Burmaster, 
who tallied 16 points and eight re-
bounds on the night, closed the deficit 
to two points, S0-48. 
Junior Lauri Hancock tied the 
game at SO on a tip-in basket and Bur-
master gave Ithaca a temporary lead, 
52-50, on a power move to the hoop. 
After Buffalo came back to tie the 
game, Shari Williams gave Ithaca a 
lead that it would never relinquish, 
54-52, scoring her only two points of 
the game on a drive to· the hoop. 
tallied eight points and eight boards. · 
Last Saturday, Christine Prit-
chard's squad traveled up to 
Rochester to take on the Golden 
. Flyers of Naz.areth. The Bombers 
hung tough but fell to 17th-ranked -
N~eth, 66-62. Burmaster once 
agam paced the winners with 15 
points, while Aguilar and 
Goodenough chipped in with 12 
points apiece. 
Last Wednesday, Ithaca lost to 
another regionally ranked team fall- . 
ing to the University of Roch~ster, 
64-~6. It was Ithaca's first meeting 
agamst Rochester since the Bombers 
defeated them in the finals of last 
year's Rochester tourney. Janet Van 
Deusen led the Bombers with 12 
points, Lauri Hancock added 10 and 
Julie Goodenough tossed in nine 
markers for the losers. 
Playoff chances slim 
for Bombers 
- ··Toe Bombers conclude their season 
with two more home games, finishing 
out their regular season schedule 
against two of their weaker op-
ponents, SUNY Geneseo and SUNY 
Brockport. The Bombers also are 
looking to qualify for either the 
NYSWCAA Tournament of the 
ECAC Tournament, but would need 
a strong finished to ensure invitations 
from either of these tournaments. 
Brian Rothman 
Review-
from page 23 ~. 
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• 'J The Bombers slowly pulled away behind the dutch play of Burmaster and the foul-shooting of Aguilar, who nailed five of six free throws down the stretch. Aguilar finished up with 13 
points and four assists, Hancock had 
13 points and seven rebounds, and 
junior forward Julie Goodenough 
A much stronger squad from Cor-
nell downed the varsity "B" squad on 
Wednesday, 87-66. Wald scored 15 , 
and freshman guard Chip Good had 
13 points. 
DEFENSE: Senior guard Janet Vao Dusen (21) played some strong defense for the Lady Bombers in their 
recent Joss to Rochester at the Ben Light Gymnasium. The team is currently 11-11. 
HAS TtlE CIA GONE TOO --FAR? 
j 
Abbie Hoffman ·G. Gordon Liddy 
A Controversial Debate. 
Abbie Hoffman vs. G. Gordon Liddy 
>· 
' \ .... , ~--.. 
Wednesday, February 24th 
af 8:00 pm 
Ithaca College, Emerson Suites, Campus. Center 
Tickets Available at the Ithaca College Campus Center 
Sponsored by SAB 
ITHACA COLtEGE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD 
;~ ~ir.i!f /t:: -. . 
!~{t:;i~'t~~lTH~;A~CfAN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=============~=~~~=~=~=F~e~b~ruary~~l8~,::1~9~88~ 













BY EVE DEFOREST 
Congratulations to John Pointek 
···and Wendy Schaffer, Ithaca College's 
Fall Athlete-Scholars. Both students 
are soccer players and were chosen 
based on their outstanding athletic 
and academic records. 
a -
~ 
___£ ____ :_ 
John Pointek is a senior business 
major with a 3.3 cumulative and fall 
GPA. As starting goalkeeper the past 
three years for the men's soccer team, 
Pointek holds three team records. He 
leads in Most Shutouts-Career (23), 
Most Shutouts in a Season (11), and 
Most Saves in a Season (147). The 
1987 Co-captain has been a member 
of the All-ICAC second time twice 
and has traveled to compete in the . 
NCAA and ECAC tournaments. His 
overall record in goal is 30--12-1. 
Pointek is also a member .of the 
Business Oub and is listed in Who's 





Physical therapy major Wendy 
Schaffer is the Female Scholar 
Athlete. Schaffer is a member of the 
women's soccer team arid captain-
elect for the 1988 season. She is a two-CHALLENGE: The men's wrestling team knocked off top ranked Buffalo last weekend, 19-15 to close 
out a perfect 15-0 du!d meet season. 
year varsity letter winner and the 
team's leading defender having played 
each minute of every. · game last 
with Campu~. Marketing 
·vouR BEST DEAL TO DAYTONA 
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) 
$ 129 
WE DRM (THE PART. STARTS HERE) 
$ 0~209 
,:OR FURTHER INFORMATION 
.lNDSIGN UP 
--Call Jeff Anytime 
at 272-3576 
Look for a Table 
Wed.'s & Fri.'s 
Between the Towers for 
Reservations and Information 
~·, 
INCLUDES-~ 
• Round trip motor COOL ;ransportat1on to beautiful 
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use 
nothing but modern highway coaches 
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our 
exc1t1ng oceanfront hotels. located right on the Daytona 
Beach strip Your hotel has a beautiful pool. sun deck. air 
cond1t1oned rooms. color lV. and a nice long stretch of 
beach. · 
• A full schedule of FREE pool dE:ck parties every day 
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money 1n 
Daytona Beach 
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a 
good time. 
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep 
sea fishing. party cruises. etc 
• All taxes and tips 
---~-------------------- - ---
season. Her fall GPA was 3.9 while 
her cumulative average is a commen-
dable 4.0. Coach Pat Farmer thinks 
highly of.Schaffer. "Wendy is one of 
the most conscientious players I have 
seen. She is able to combine her 
studies, team play, and leadership 
responsibilities, all at a very high level 
while in the difficult physical therapy 
program here," said Fanner. 
Congratulations to the following · 
student-athletes as well who achieved 
above a 3.0 GP A this past fall 
semester: Bwker, Scott (football); 
Burns, Pete (football); Dewey, Denise 
(volleyball); Faulkner, Kristine (field 
hockey); Feldman, Dany (football); 
Frantz, Cathy (volleyball); Goetz, 
Debbie (volleyball); Handrahan, Lori 
(field hockey); Hein, Trina (field 
hockey); Herbst, Matt (football); Hit-
chcock, Angelee (field hockey); 
Holmes, Michelle; Howard, John 
(football); Jaeckle, Mark (football); 
Klau, Scott (football); Mead, Jennifer 
(volleyball); Pasquale, Tom (football); 
Reichert, Susan (field hockey); Ryder, 
Rebecca (field hockey); Schindler, 
Jennifer (field hockey); Scott, Michael 
(fO<?tball); Serrica, Mark (football); 
Srru~h, Debby (field hockey); Zieno, 
Demse (volleyball). 
Don't Be Stuck 
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Bombers look strong for states 
Last Wednesday, in the final dual 
meet of the season, the womens' swim 
team beat RIT 116-f!4. ~Y Robin-
son qualified for nationals m the 100 
back (1 :01.90). Also qualifying was 
the 400 free relay ~ade up of Nancy 
Stapp, Karen Ko~i, Donna Ratte, 
and Kirsten Coleman (3:42.63). 
Junior Kelly Kisner placed first in 
the 100 IM, setting a new RIT pool 
record. Kouhi came in right behind 
Kisner in the IM. In the 200 free, Col-
eman took first and Mary Clancy 
came in second. 
Clancy also led Ithaca in sweeping 
the 500 free with Rhonda Zarnpetti 
(second) and Mi~sy Stupak ~third). 
Zampetti came m first while Sue 
Karney came in third and Becky Perry 
fourth. 
Langstaff also placed second in the 
50 free and took part in the other 400 
relay along with Havens, Clancy, and 
Karney, which came in second. Nan-
cy Stapp came on strong in the 50 fr~ 
taking first (25. 79) and took part m 
the winning 400 free relay. In the 100 
fly, Sue Webster pl~d seco~d ~th 
Trini George right behind her 10 third. 
Ratte and Jen Jacobs rounded up 
the 100 backstroke with second and 
third respectively. The 200 medley 
relay of Geprge, Coleman, Jacobs, 
and Jackie Verhagen took first with 
a time of 1 :56.44. The women are 
preparing for the state meet which will 
take place this Thursday to Saturday 
at Hartwick. 
The men's swim team also ended 
their season with a win over RIT, 
105-104. This was an unexpected close 
meet for the Bombers, who usually do 
. !,..;;f ,,.;_ ·_, • -
&t?t 
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well against RIT. Rob D' Alessandro ing, placing third with a total of -
made the national gualifyinfg2tim00es29
1
·n ing relay was Mike Cohen, John 500 free, and second in the 20? flthy. Elias Pap~theodorou swam well, 
143
.IO. 
the 200 back, with a time o : . . Marozsan, and Bryan Rice, who Jamie Donovan swam into first 111 e placing forst 111 the 200 fly (2:00.17), In women's diving, Alison Taylor 
FLYING: The men's swim team flew to a 105-104 victory over RIT. The state meet is now just one week away. 
Tim Cook was a double event winner, si:rinted ahead to beat RIT. Rice also 1000 free and second in the200breast second in the 200 free and second in took first on the three meter 
taking firsts in the 50 free (22.17), the tor,k second in the 100 free. with Bergstrand taking third. Jeff the 400 medley relay along woth Erick diving,(1 S? •
65
) and on the one 
100 free (48.03) and he also took part Freshman Jim Gault had a strong Ungvary placed second in both the Bergstrand, Rob D' Alessandro, and meter,(lSg.4
5
). · Heather Mackersie 
in the 400 free relay wh_ich deci.ded showing, placing first in the 200 IM, 500 free and the I_OOO~~f;ree;;. ~~~~J~e~ff~J~e;pso~n~. J~e~p~so~n~als~o~to~o~k~t~o~di~·v~-~~~~~~~~~~~7"1 who won the meet. Also 111 the wmn- • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • •• •~ 
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THE ITHACAN ~ 
WANTED: 
Advertising Layout Assistants 
Advertising Sales Personnel 
Copy Editors 
Writers -
So, if you 're interested _in leaving. your mark on 
5,500 impressionable minds ... 
PHONE .. ~.7.4.~~~9.? ................. , 
··········································· - -
This Week's Specialties from Station Master Joe Ciaschi 
1/2 Roast Duck (in Orange Sauce) ... ········· ...... $l2.95 
Fresh Baked Sea Scallops (in Garlic Butter) .......... $9.75 
·a1t· ....... $9.25 Assorted Chicken Spec• ies ... ···· ·· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
TH£ STJ\TION RESTAURI\NT Z'lZ·Z&OQ -









2 Pancakes $2.95 
2 Eggs 
2 Bacon Strips 
111 E. State On the West End of Commons 
*n the 
Walerfronl 
702 Willow Ave. 277-0811 
.,., •• , ..... ,n............................... • ....... ,u ........................................ n ... ,.,eHUll8HHIH81ft .......... ... 
* Mon night football 60 in. screen * $. 75 drafts $1.00 dri~ks 
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Hoopsters---
from page 24 
tion to the Bombers that they were 
underdogs. Within the first four 
minutes of the game, all but one 
starter had scored and they held a 12-4 
lead. IC was up by as much as 16 
before leading at the intermission, 
39-27. 
RIT went on a run to start the se-
cond half and came within seven, 
45-38, at 14: 11. Coach Baker went to 
his bench, and they answered. Three 
minutes later, the lead was back up to 
15 (55-40) and the game was all but 
put on ice. Mike Hess later com-
mented, "The people that came off 
.,. the bench, I feel, did a good job." In 
total, the IC bench netted 22 points 
compared to nine for the RIT pine. 
The chief Tiger-killers in this con-
test were Hess and Jones, who com-
bined on Ithaca's final 17 points. 
Jones finished with 18 points and 
eight rebounds while Hess and Kevin 
Joyce scored 15 and 14 respectively. 
After a four hour bus trip to Skid-
more, it took the Bombers 37 minutes 
to shake off their road woes. Down 
; by 12 points with three minutes to 
Olympic sidelines "' 
play, IC mounted an incredible com-
eback that brought them to within 
one, 75-74, with less than half-a-
minute on the clock. Ithaca fell just 
short, however, and was on the los-
ing end of the 77-74 score. Co-
captains Crocker and Kennit Moyer 
scored 14 points apiece. 
Crocker is nearing a school record 
in assists. Through Saturday, Crocker 
had 163 career assists, just nine shy of 
the mark set by Jamie Frank from '79 
to '83. 
Baker commented on his senior co-
captain, saying, "Dean continues to 
do his unsung heroics in running the 
show." Off the record, Dean noted, 
"That's something I'd personally real-
ly like to get. I enjoy giving an assist 
during a game, I like that more then 
scoring, really." 
The Bombers are now 13-9, and are 
not out of the running in the playoff 
chase; winning their remaining four 
games might be enough to earn them 
a spot. The way IC has been playing 
under pressure, they may just pull it 
off. 
Reme~bering '80 
BY DAVID SEIGERMAN 
: At this time of year, nearly every 
! product in America links itself to the 
.. · a -Lolympics. Is it Snickers that is the of-
ficial junk food of the 1988 Olympic 
Games? 
As for the people who get excited 
once every four years, I'm sure each 
one has his or her favorite event or 
most memorable Olympic moment. 
Mine? That's easy. I'd bet quite a 
bit of money that I'm not the only 
person who still can't believe what 
happened in 1980'at Lake Placid. 
WE BEAT THE RUSSIANS! 
Winning the gold medal was an 
amazing feat, but it was anticlimac-
tic after Mike Eruzione's game-
winning goal against the USSR 
powerhouse. 
What magnifies the accomplish-
ment more is the fact that very few of 
the players on that team went on to 
noteworthy, or even noticeable, 
careers in the N.H.L. 
With the exception of Ken Mor-
row, the bearded giant who solidified 
both the defense of the Olympic squad ~ and the bltie line of four consecutive 
New York Islander Stanley Cup 
champions, no other Olympian has 
tasted the sweet victory since the 
Legendary "Miracle on Ice." 
Aaron Broten has played well in the 
pros, and Jack O'Callahan is still 
floating around. Mark Johnson, the 
man who had two goals in the gold 
medal game and who led the squad in 
goals over the course of the Olympics, 
had been on a roller-coaster before be-
ing exiled by the Hartford Whalers. 
Ironically, the two most important 
Lake Placid players, captain Eruzione 
and goalie Jim Craig, never made it 
in the N.H.L. Eruzione vowed never 
to play professional hockey if his team 
won the gold-they, of course, did, 
and he hasn't. Craig couldn't break 
into either Calgary's or Boston's line-
ups, and some off-ice incidents cost 
him a shot at a possible fine pro cover. 
. Aside from these players, how 
·1 •' 
many other members of that 
memorable team can you remember? 
Let's see, ... there's ... well, how 
about ... wait, there's .. .I thought not. 
Ranger fans fondly recall the irn-
. '.i pressive contributions of Billy Baker 
and Dave Silk. Mark Pavelich was 
steady throughout his years in the Big 
Apple, and his most noteable pro 
achievements include a five-goal game 
against Hartford and a hell-of-a 
playoff series against Philadelphia. 
• , Yes, Pav and Rob McClanahan 
~ (another Olympian) combined with 
Anders Hedberg to form the "Smurf-
Line"for the Broadway Blues-Not 
exactly golden memories. 
And how about coach Herb 
Brooks? His Ranger squads always 
"'f seemed to fmish fourth, squeak into 
· the playoffs, knock off the Flyers, and 
.·,, ' . 
. ,
then succumb to the Islander dynas-
ty. Brooks is now trying to work a 
miracle for the Minnesota North 
Stars. My heart goes out to the classy 
coach, but I'm afraid Lady Luck has 
come and gone from his comer. 
Regardless of what the U.S. hockey 
team accomplishes this time around, 
they'll never be able to move the coun-
try the way the 1980 group did. That 
was something else. WE BEAT TIIE 
RUSSIANS! 
II, 
Arby's • can satisfy an appetite for variety 
with a great selection of sandwiches 
featuring our tender roast beef. And we're 
the only ones to offer potato cakes and a 
Jamocha '" shake. Now, and throughout 
the year, make Arby's your choice for 
meals with a delicious difference. 
ArbyS® @tart 8f 8Vew eTraditio~~~:~~"131 C: ') ' . . 
····--····································· 
1111 WITH THIS COUPON IC • WITH THIS COUPON IC • ~ITH THIS COUPON IC • 
• 2 Arby's® • Arby's'1" Super •, 2 Arby's·•1 • 
• Regular Roast $222 • Roast Beef . $1 sg • Chicken Breast $329 • 
• Beef Sandwiches • Sandwich • Sandwiches • . . . , . 
Oller vahd through March 6 1988 at parI,c,paI,nq • - Ofter vahd through March 6 1988 al pa,i,c,pat,nq .Otte• valid through March 6 1988 al part,c,pat,nq • 
• Arby's Restaurants hm,t 6 sandw,ches per coupon Arby s Restaurants L,m,1 6 sandwiches per coupon Arby s Restaurants L1m,I 6 sandwiches per coupon 
= •• • ··d·h·y·e·t· •••• 1 •• • •o•'•'•n•t•o• •••• ; •• INllallwllaioiir •••• ~ · 
' WITH'THISCOUPON IC ii WITHTHISCOUPON IC - WITHTHISCOUPON IC· 
: Arby's(il) • ·50¢ OFF : 2 Arby:s®P~illy :. 2 . Beef'nCheddar • . · .. · .Beef n_sw,ss • Sandwiches • Any Arby's® SuperStuffed • Otter 'valid lhr::t?~a~~~~es • 
• Offer valid through March 6, 1988 al Baked Potato • 1988 at part1c1pahng Arby's $ • 
• part1c1patmg Arby's Restaurants s3aa • Otter valid through.March 6. 1988 al participating •. Aestauran1s L1m1t 6 sand- 329 • 
• 
L1m1t 6 sandwiches per coupon • Arby s Restaurants L1m1t 6 potatoes per coupon • wrches per coupon · .-
Not valid with any other offer Not valid with any other otter . Not valid with any other otter . 
•••• I I ••• I.·~· .... YA!!-ll!J}P .. !!~IU~P-!l .. ,~~-H~,iQ. 
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Div I Top 20 Men 
I. Temple (21-1) 
2. Arizona (23-2) 
3. Oklahoma (22-2) 
4. Purdue (21-2) 
5. N. Carolina (21-3) 
6. Duke (18-3) 
7. Brigham Y. (20-1) 
8. Pitts (18-3) 
9. Kentucky (I 8-3) 
IO. Michigan (20-4) 
I I. UNLV (21-3) 
12. NC State (17-5) 
13. Syracuse (18-3) 
14. Iowa (17-7) 
15. Gtown (17-6) 
16. Vanderbilt (16-5) 
17. Loyola, CA. (20-3) 
18. Missouri (16-5) 
19. Bradley (I 7-4) 
20. Florida (I 8-7) 
COLLEGE HOOP 
Ivy League ~tandings 
I. Cornell (7-1) 
2. Dartmouth (6-2) 
3. Princeton (5-2) 
4. Penn (5-2) 
5. Harvard (4-4) 
6. Yale (3-5) 
7. Columbia (1-7) 
8. Brown (0-8) 





St. John's (6-5) 
Seton Hall (4-7) 
Providence ( 4-7) 
B. College (4-8) 
Connecticut (4-8) 
COLLEGE HOOP 
Div I Top 20 Women 
I . Iowa (20-0) 
2. LA. Tech (20-2) 
3. Auburn (22-1 ) 
4. Tenn. (21-2) 
5. Texas (22-2) 
6. Rutgers (19-3) 
7. Virginia (20-2) 
8. Miss. (19-4) 
9. Stanford (22-1) 
10. Ohio St. (17-4) 
11. Wa.\h. (17-3) 
12. Maryland (18-5) 
13. Georgia (17-7) 
14. Long Beach (14-5) 
15. Montana (21-0) 
16. W. Forest (19-3) 
17. Stephen Austin (21-3) 
18. J. Madison (19-3) 
19. N. Orleans (18-3) 
20. use (14-Sl 
SPORTS THIS WEEK 
Men's Basketball 
2120 at Alfred, 8pri1 
2/23 vs. Albany, 
Women's Basketball 
21/8 vs. Brockport 
Gymnastics 
2/20 at Towson State 
Men's Swimming 
8pm 
2125-27 States at Colgate I 
Women's Swimming 
21/8-20 States at Hartwick 
Wrestling 
2120 Regionals at NYU 
Men's Indoor Track 
2120 ICAC's al St. Lawrence 
Women's Indoor Track 
2120 at Come/I Open 
Ithaca College Scores 
Men's Basketball 
Ithaca 69 St. Lawrence 70 
Ithaca 74 Skidmore 77 
Ithaca 78 RIT 70 
Ithaca 74 Hobart 72 
Women's Indoor Track 
IC 19.S Syracuse 92.5 
IC 19.S Bucknell 58 
IC 19.5 Bucknell 58 
I ~t Corland Invitational 
Wrestling 
IC 45 Potsdam 3 
IC 27 Carland 12 
IC 33 Rrt6 
IC 19 Buffalo IS 
Women's S\\imming 
1st Rochester Sprint\ 
IC 11 Rochester l06 
IC 116 RIT 84 
Gymanstics 
IC 163.55 Albany 1S8.1 
IC 163.55 Hofstra 124.95 
Men's Indoor Track 
IC 37.5 Syracuse 116.5 
IC 37.5 Colgate 25 
I ,t Conland Invitational 
Men's Swimming 
IC 100 Alfred 70 
IC 144 Rochester 121 
IC 105 RIT 104 
Women's Basketball 
IC 68 St. Lawrence 60 
IC 56 Rochester 64 
IC 62 Nazareth 66 
IC 65 Buffalo 60 
OLYMPIC MEDALS 
Country (G,S,B,Tot) 
I. USSR (3,3,1,7) 
2. E. Gennany (2,0,0,2) 
3. Switzerland (1,1,0,2) 
4. Finland (1,0,1,2) 
S. Czech (0,I,1,2) 
6. Netherlands (0,1,0,1) 
7. W. Germany (0,1,0,1) 
8. France (0,0,1,1) 
9. Japan (0,0,1,1) 
IO Norv.ay (0,0, I, I) 
12.USA (0,0,1,1) 
The office of Residential Life would like to announce the ~allowing 
positions available for the Summer of 1988. All applicants must be 
returning students and in good academic and judicial standing to 
be considered. Preference will be given to students on Financial Aid. 1 
Remuneration is based on an hourly wage and a 37.5 hour work 
week.Applications will be available at the Office of Residential 
1 Life _beginning Tuesday, March 1st and are due no later than 
5 :OOpm on Friday, March 18th. 
t -
1_. ~-~ER HOUSING HEAD RESIDENT POSITON- Respon-
~1b1hties include three-quarter time in summer housing, (maintain-
ing rosters, check-in and out of students, programming, etc.) and 
one-quarter time in room assignments. Limited opportunity to at-
tend summer school. On-campus housing provided. Position starts 
May 16, 1988 through Friday August S, 1988. 
2. RESIDENTIAL LIFE ASSIST ANT FOR SUMMER 
CONFERENCES- Responsiblities include preparation of keys and 1 
facilities for conference groups, participate in check-in and check-
out of all conference groups, inspect buildings for damage assess-
ment purposes. Person will have to work some weekends and nights. 
Limited opportunity to attend summer school. On-campus housing 
provided. Position starts Monday, May 16, 1988 through Friday, 
August 19, 1988. 
3. RESIDENTIAL LIFE OFFICE ASSIST ANTS- Responsibilities 
include office work, room assignments and damage billing. Limited 
opportunity to attend summer school. Positions start Monday, May 1 
9, 1988 through Friday, August 21, 1988 (2-3 positions available). 
4. STUDENT MOVING CREW - Responsiblities include lifting, 
moving and storing of furniture. Some minor renovations work and 
~esidence hall inventory control. Limited opportunity to attend sum-
, mer school. Positions start Monday, May 9, 1988 through Friday, 
August 31, 19,88 (5-8 positions available). 
5.- SUPERVISOR OF STUDENT MOVING CREW - Respon-
sibilites include·coordinating of work and moving crew supervision. 
Experience as student moving crew member and 21 years of age 
preferred _(drivers's license required). Limited opportunity to attend 
summer school. Position starts no later than Monday, May 9, 1988 
through_ Friday, August 31, 1988. 
I 
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Curry leads IC past 
Great Dane gymnasts 
The gymnastics team completed the 
dual meet portion of its schedule with 
wins over Albany State (163.S5-158.1} 
and Hofstra (163.55-124.95). 
Sophomore Karin Curry completed 
an undefeated season in the vault with 
an 8.9 and she also placed third in the 
floor exercise. 
Sophomore Kris Moore tallied a 
trio of second place finishes on the 
vault (8.7), the balance beam (8.05) 
and the floor exercise (8.7). 
Sophomore Becky Brigham won the 
uneven bars (8.4) and the all-around 
competition (32.5) and also tied 
Moore for second on the floor exer-
cise (8.7). Freshman Laura Kirk won 
the balance beam (8.4) and finished 
second in the all-around (32.45}. 
in the long jump. I Women's Indoor I 
The women's indoor team took 
first place at the Cortland Invitational 
on Saturday. Winners for Ithaca in-
cluded senior Colleen Skelly in the 
5,000 meters (17:56.2), junior April 
Smith in the 55 meters (7 .3), senior 
Cathy Livingston in the 800 meters 
(2:24) and sophomore Nicole Weincek 
in the 400 meters. 
Junior Maureen Smith placed third 
in the long jump an'J freshman Dawn 
Kessler added a third in the triple 
jump. In the middle distance events, 
sophomore Julie Aman placed second 
in the 800 meters, senior Maria 
M ' I d J Kramer was second in the 1,000 ,_ ___ e_R_S __ n __ O_O_r_-.J meters, freshman Mary Halloran and 
· sophomore Jannette Bonrouhi plac-
ed second and third in the 1,500 
meters and junior Alison Dwyer was 
The men's indoor team scored 144 
points to win the Cortland Invita-
tional, barely beating out the host 
school by two points. Senior John 
· Benson led the Bombers with a first 
place"finish in the 500 meters (I :07.2) 
and freshman Sean Livingston also 
placed first in the 1,000 meters (2.37). 
Other winners included sophomore 
Jeff Roberts in the 400 meters (52.3), 
~ophomore King Lewis in the triple 
Jump (13.l m) and freshman John 
Wohner in the pole vault (3.7 m). 
Junior Mike Scott raced to second 
in the 55 meters, senior Matt Leszyk 
placed second in the high jump, senior 
Paul Benware was second in the tri-
ple jump and senior Rich Surace ran 
to third in the 1,500 meters. In the 
weight events, senior Bob Mason 
placed third in the 35 lb. shot and 
freshmen Darren Kane and Steve 
Levy were second and third in the 
shot, respectively. 
Other placers included junior Cun 
Andersen who was second in the pole 
vault and Lewis, a third-place finisher 
third in the 400 meters'. · 
Freshman Denise LaRocca placed 
third in the 3,000 meters and junior 
M.µ-y Miller was third in the shot put 
to round out Ithaca placers. 
JV Hoop 
The JV hoop team staned the week 
off on a high note with a 86-61 vic-
tory at Skidmore on Monday. 
Freshman forward Steve Samsel l~d-
the attack with 23 points, freshman 
forward Steve Wald added 19 and 
freshman center Chris Murphy scored 
15 for the Bombers. 
Coach Al Gordon's squad closed 
out the week by nosing out Hobart, 
77-73. Wald led the way with 19 
points and nine rebounds and 
sophomore guard Ken Sherman hit 
for 14. 









A Rcnc/kial Learning Experience 
Application available from: 
Frank Lamas • 
Olhce of Student Affairs 
3rd Floor. Job Hall 
or 
Student Government Office 
2nd Floor. Egbert Union 
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off N·o. 1 Buffalo 
BY EVE DEFOREST takedown, but Kane knew what he 
The wrestling team completed a had to do ~d responded with an 
perfect season last weekend when they escape and a takedown of his own. A 
defeated their last two regular season takedown that DeGregorio would be 
opponent:; in dual meet action. The unable to recover from. Kane won the 
'87-88 squad is the fourth in team match, his ninety-ninth career win, by 
history to claim an undefeated record. an injury default. 
Other unbeaten years include; 1947-48 The next Division III poll comes 
(4-0-1), 1951-52 (6-0-1), and 1984-85 out February 22 and IC should be 
(15-0). ranked number one. The Bombers 
After defeating RIT 33-6, the team defeated eight of the top 20 Division 
traveled on to the University of Buf- III schools this season in dual meets 
falo where they overcame the Division including Trenton State and Univer-
III number one Bulls in Alumni Arena sity of Buffalo. Both schools were 
19-15. Possibly the biggest match of ranked number one when the 
· 'ine evening came at 118 lbs. when Bombers defeated them. There was a 
freshman Brad Batista upset Buffalo's general feeling that IC should have 
senior Rob Beck. Batista decisio~ been ranked at least second after win-
Beck, ranked fourth in NYS, 6-4. "I ning at Trenton, yet they were only 
went into the match with a plan to moved up to third. Assistant Coach 
keep it close," said Batista afterwards, Dave Auble feels, "Even though the 
"I'm just glad it worked out." Tri- national pollsters failed to recognize 
captain Joel Lamson then easily deci- Ithaca as the number one team after 
sioned Marty Greco 18-8 at 126 lbs. beating Trenton State, they'll now 
At 134 lbs., sophomore Tim Cotter have to realize there is no doubt Ithaca 
was able to defeat Steve bving 6-5. Ir- College is the number one team go-. 
ving had placed second at States ing into the regionals." 
earlier this year. Unfortunately, after Ithaca will compete against 15 
winning the first three matches, IC schools in the Northeast Regionals to 
was less successful in the next three, be held this weekend at NYU. T~ 
losing at 142, 150, and 158 lbs. After in IC's conference include: SUNY-
six matches it was Lamson's superior Albany, Ferrum College, Gallaudet 
decision that kept the Bombers ahead University, Huttter &:ollege, Lincoln 
February 18, 1988 24 pages* Free 
if:.:..-. __ i~~"'f. 
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llt.:BOUND: John McClellan and Kevin Jo;ce (~iddle) had six and 19 rebounds respectively when IC upset 
Hobart 74-72 at_)Jen Light last weekend. 
Hoopsters still alive 
I 0-9. University, City College of New York, 
Sophomore Tim Habecker, who is New York University,. RIT, St. BY JAMIE STATON team once again came out of the minutes remaining, IC led 69-56. 
undefeated in dual meets this season Lawrence University, Salisbury State Heading into last weekend's game locker room with intensity, and then Of the two duriks by Joyce, fellow 
(11-0-1), once again came through for College, Stevens Institute of versus Hobart, the IC men's hoop they took the lead 38-36. forward Pat Jones noted, "People 
the team by decisioning Bill Stanbro Technology, US Merchant Marine team knew one loss would eliminate The game was a see-saw affair un- Jove to see the dunk. You could see 
9-4. The University of Buffalo struggl- Academy, Washington and Lee any of their playoff hopes. However, ti1 Kevin Joyce decided to take con- seven 3-pointers, but a dunk will get 
--~ to win the next two weight classes University, Yeshiva University, and that didn't seem to bother the squad; trol. With 5:06 left, Joyce showed his the whole crowd going." • 
setting up the fmal heavy weight bout York College. The first place finisher · in fact, they played one of their bet- athletic ability by grabbing a missed Hobart hit a number of desperation 
as the determiner of the superior and five wild cards from each weight ter games of the season. shot and jamming it home-all while 3-point shots, but IC held on with the 
team. The responsibility was handed class will then go on to compete at the The Bombers got a great jump out still in the air. That put IC 'up 60-54 composure of a playoff team to win 
over to captain Rich Kane. If Kane Nationals in Wheaton, Illinois March of the gate as they opened up at 12-2 and the Bombers never looked back. 74-72. Dean Crocker, whodisl!ed out 
lost, the team lost. If Kane tied, the 3~5, for the NCAA Division III title. lead in the first five minutes. Ithaca After a flurry of outside shots and 13 assists,- said, "I think we played 
team tied. And if he won, it would be Although the UB win and a then had some problems solving rebounds, Joyce would once again under control tonight more then we 
all over but the glory. An undefeated number one ranking are major ac- Hobart's full court press and the bring the 500 screaming fans to their have before. The intensity was really 
season and a number one ranking complishrnents, the team seems to feel Statesmen got some easy transition feet. The junior found himself streak- good and everyone was enthusiastic. 
were on the line, yet Kane approach- they are only "stepping stones" on the buckets. Said Coach Balcer of the first ing to the hoop with a Statesman right Everyone played really well." 
ed his opponent smiling. Later, when way to a much greater goal. As half, "We got off to a great start and behind him. Joyce, in the process of The top gun award in this game 
asked about the match, Kane only summed up by sophomore Ron then we lost our composure a little bit being fouled, slammed in the rim- went· to freshman Adam Petrosky, 
replied, "I wasn't nervous." In the Gross, "This is only the beginning of and let them come back." Hoban let bending, crowd-pleasing drunk that who canned 24. IC also got another 
match it was Buffalo's Nunz:io what Ithaca College wrestling could at the intennission 36-32. seemed to tell Hobart it was time to stellar performance from the "J" 
J DeGregorio who had the first be." Much to the credit of Balcer, the get on the bus. With just under two team (Jones had 19 points and Joyce i .---------------------------------------------------: 17). Joyce· also ripped down 19 
· Hockey skates past LeMoyne ~~1..~ie:: 
BY JOHN LEINHEARDT Junior Steve Galavotti opened the 
It is crunch time for the Ithaca Col- scoring by converting a loose rebound 
Jege Men's Hockey club. With just at II :52 of the first period, with center 
·our games remaining in the season, Doug Houghton assisting on the play. 
IC (2-5-2 record in the division, 5-6-2 Then at 16:58, during an IC power 
overall) needed a victory against Le- play, Galavotti notched his second 
Moyne College (5-5-2 in the division goal of the game, with assists coming 
and overall) at Lynah Rink, Saturday, from Erik Marshall and sophomore 
·o have a shot at making the playoffs sensation Jeff Gangi. 
for the second consecutive year. Both teams came out physically in 
In an agressive game that featured the second period, with hard check-
three goals by Captain Todd Sandler ing along the boards and numerous · 
and superb goal-tending from Brian penalties. LeMoyne was awarded a 
"Junior" Miller, IC toppled Le- penalty shot at 2:01, but goalie 
Moyne, 6-2. With the victory, IC "Junior" Miller, whohad34savesin 
gained two crucial points and aveng- the game, was equal to the occasion. 
· a 5-4 frustrating loss to LeMoyne IC coach Chris Grippin. felt that this 
back on November 13. was a crucial save at a very crucial 
IC was in control for most of the time. "They were starting to give us 
game, with tireless fore checking and some trouble in our own end, and we 
c;:xcellent special-teams play. Juniors took some penalties. Then they had 
- l Jed Rubin and Mark Staunton both the penalty shot that could have made 
·. ~ed excellent defense, and senior it 2-1. Brian came up really big for 
· · '1itch Weisberg contributed his usual . us." 
1 .. . . -~J,O~t ~ .bol!} ~~ of the Mk-.1., , .r At·4:~.,':'{Qil~ JC -~-~own a man, 
r·~.' '.\ '.·- ·~-~ '.: ... , ~ :.·' .I... ,, . , ' . . 
f~.t=--;. ~ ..... ·.1:. , . 
:,~:~~t ·: ,/ : ..':;!' '. . ·, 
Todd Sandler scored his first goal of 
the game when he stole an errant pass 
and converted a breakaway attempt 
on the LeMoyne goal tender, Jeff 
Kaufman. Lightning struck again at 
13:52, when Sandler scored his second 
short-handed goal of the game. 
However, it seemed that IC slacked 
off a bit for the remainder of the 
period, and LeMoyne cut the score in 
half by netting two goals in the short 
span of 32 seconds. However, despite 
constant pressure from LeMoyne's 
top skating line, IC was able to come 
out of the second period with a slim 
4-2 lead. 
In the third period, IC still took 
some further penalties, yet they were 
able to convert on two more goals . 
while short-handed. IC leading scorer 
Jeff Gangi tallied his 14th goal of the 
season at 11:13 to make it 5-2, and· 
Sandler put it out of reach when he 
defenseman Jon Leinheardt. "Todd 
played a tremendous game tonight," 
Grippin said after the game. "He'~ 
really come alive since winter 
break." Sandler has five goals in his 
last two games. 
IC amassed a total of 13 penalties, 
and even though they scored four 
shon-handed goals and let up just one, 
coach Grippin feels it is not the way 
the team should be playing. "I'm reaJ.. 
Jy impressed with the way we hustled; 
we beat them to the puck most of the 
time, and backchecked really well. But 
, we have to cut down on our 
penalties ... we're taidng way tOo many 
.. every ~e." 
IC travels to SUNY Albany on 
Sunday for their fmal regular season 
game, where they must win to keep 
- their playoff hopes alive. 
scored the game's final goal at 17:36, Jon l.dnheardt 15 a defenseµum for . 
with apf~!il.,s.P.iH:·tO !!QruOll·,!)tbe·.:'·i1?IC1..,'Ji~y·.· ,·-~,.~~·.· 
two games in a row, but they were 
taking on RIT, co-leader in the ICAC. 
However, someone forgot to men-
. see Hoopsters page 22 
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